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You’re invited! 

IME up to the house tonight—there’s a dandy bunch 
coming and we’re going to have a real time. 

real celebrities and real fellows! Heywood Broun is 
down to say some things about the Movies (though we 

know he'll talk about something else). 

George Jean Nathan is going to strike some sparks (and 
get somebody's goat) by telling what he thinks of the 

newest plays on Broadway. Walt Mason will give us 
some of his rhythmic philosophy. Walter Pritchard Eaton 
is going to review the new Books. 

And William Allen White. himself, will give us his slant 

on some of the current topics, and problems. A keen 
slant, too—and sound. 

Orson Lowell, James Montgomery Flagg, Ralph Barton, 
Lawrence Fellows. Clive Weed and Rene Clarke will be 

there. And Rene Vincent is over from Paris—just in on 
the last steamer. 

They’re wonders— you'll like every one of them. 

And stories! 

say, you ll hear the best ones you've heard for many a 
long day. You'll be bubbling over with new ones  be- 
fore it’s over. 

That's literally the kind of party you can have, any 

evening in the week, every week with JUDGE. 

You're invited! All it costs is 15 cents tor the whole 

family. Stop at a news stand on the way home tonight. 
Tonight’s the night. 

| 
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Have You 

Learned to 
Typewrite Yet? 

Universal typing is here. 

tiring task of long-hand writing. How long are 

cling to it, in this world of advancement? 

receive long-hand letters. 

People are abandoning the slow, 

And everyone shirks at correspond- 

ence when it has to be done the old-fashioned, 

join the progressive throng—get a typewriter NOW. 

you going to 

Everybody dislikes to 

tiring way. So 

Free 
e 

Trial: 
We ship the Oliver 

for five days’ free 
trial. Let it sell it- 

self. Or send it back. 
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14 Months 
To Pay 
Pay for this Oliver 

while you use it. 
Only $4 per month 

and you soon own it. 

$49.50 or $100? Which would you 
rather pay for a standard typewriter ? 

For 25 years all standard typewrit- 
ers have been priced at $100 or over 
and still are—except the Oliver. 

It is the only standard typewriter 
selling at half. It is the only standard, 
$100 typewriter being marketed direct 
from the factory. 

Were it not for this simplified sell- 
ing plan, the price of the Oliver would 
also be $100 or over. For it is the 
same fine machine, the finest model 
we have ever built. Over 900,000 have 
been sold. 

We simply sell the identical $100 
Oliver direct from the factory, and 
subtract all the extravagances of com- 
plicated selling. We have found that 
it is needless to maintain a high army 
of salesmen and agents. We have 
found it unnecessary to sustain a 
costly chain of branch offices in over 
50 cities. 

The $50.50 you save is the sum that 
it would cost us to sell the Oliver the 
roundabout way. Plus a saving made 
because of the volume of business cre- 
ated by our plan. 

Send No Money 
We let the Oliver sell itself. We 

ship it to you for free trial. Then you 
can compare it with other standard 
typewriters at $100 or over. 

You become your own salesman. 
You are the sole judge. No anxious 
solicitor will urge you. In the privacy 
of your own office or home you can 
decide for or against the Oliver. 

If you want to own it, send us $49.50 
cash. Or if you wish to pay for it in 
installments, send us $3 after the trial 
period, then $4 per month until $55 
is paid. 

You can readily appreciate that it 
takes a super-typewriter to sell itself. 

No test could be severer. Remem- 
ber, there need be no fluent salesman 
to urge you. 

If you decide against the Oliver, 
ship it back at our expense. We even 
refund the outgoing transportation 
charges, so that you do not risk one 
cent in the test. 

Now we ask you, would you rather 
pay $50.50 additional and not get a 
finer typewriter? Would you care to 

support a $100 price for the Oliver, 
and get nothing tangible in return? 

Or don’t you agree that our new 
way of selling 
is logical? 
Doesn't it ap- 
peal to your 
common sense? 

Some of the Famous Users: 
New York Central Lines, Hart, Schaffner & Marx, U. S. 
Steel Corporation, N. Y. Edison Co., National Cloak & 

Morris & Co.—and hundreds of others. Suit Co., 
0x 

How to Save 
The coupon below brings you 

EITHER a Free Trial Oliver or Fur- 
ther Information. Check which you 
desire. 

This is all you have to do to save th 
$50.50. Without such a plan, you’d have to 
pay $100 or over. 

But this way you not only save—you get 
the finest typewriter that can be built by a 
leading maker. It comes fresh from the 
factory, our latest and best model, a 25-year 
de velopment. 

Check the eee now and mail it in. 

Canadian Price, 

The OLIVE? Tipewriter Gmpany 
1041 Oliver Typewriter Bidg., Chicago, Ill. 

Feseaeceeeeeeeeeeseeeeeeeees4s 

§ THE OLIVER T JPEWRITER COMPANY, 
§ 1041 O*i:ver Typewriter Bidg., Chicago, Lil. 

Ship me a new Oliver No. 9 Type- 
writer for five days’ free inspection. 

If I keep it I will pay $55 as follows: $3 
at the end of trial period and then at the 
rate of $4 per month. The title to re- 
main in you until fully paid for If I 
make cash settlement at end of trial 
period I am to deduct ten per cent and 
remit to you $49.50. 

If I decide not to keep it, I will ship it 
back at yovr expense at the end of five 
days 

My shipping point is............. 

Do not send a machine until T pores 
it Mail me your book—‘The High 

Cost of Typewriters—The Reason and the 

Remedy,"’ your de luxe catalog and fur- 
ther information. 

Name ee ee ea eS eT 

Street Address . 

® City. one SEBEE..... 2.0000 a0 

§ Occupation or Business 

euseseuessssssssuccucee 
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IS [IT CHIRO-QUACK-TIC? 
I. Chiropractic—Its Enormous Growth 

By SEVERANCE JOHNSON 

Epi TOR’ - NoTE This is the first of a 
ries of articles about a method of dru q- 

revenue of a million a year. An- 
other schoel holds a clinic in New 

York to which flock some 400 

patients daily. 
a With this army of practitioners 

less healing which counts its followers in 

seven figures. As chiropra tic and the 

medical profe ssion have defi nite ly locked 

horns with the object of exte rminating ele lectric™ switch 

ach other, it is of great importance to steel ‘cabinet, and patients chiropractic has un- 
: motor and every lis I f . 

every reader that he appraise intelli- There is a switch for every ro dertaken to supersede the medical 

gently this new “science” that would department of the building and the profession. It condemns drugs as 
P sede the old Mr. Joh electrician who is familiar with the ; : 
Su pe de the old. r. Johnson's series switchboard can turn on the lights poisons. It bans all medicines. 

is based on a neutral, comprehensive and or start the motors in any depart- It cries out against the use of the 
r at will, ™ simply pres 

proper plug 

It is much the same in the hu 
The body is comp sed 

painstaking inquiry, the first of the 
surgeon's knife. It brands as 

false all the teachings of modern 

medical and surgical science. 

And despite the condemnation of 
the foremost physicians and sur 
geons, who eall it the “biggest 

humbug of the age,” it has grown 

to its present proportions from 

nothing’in the space of a single 
generation and is gathering 

greater momentum with every 
day. 

**A chiropractic wave is sweep- 

ing over the country,” to quote 
Dr. Charles B. Pinkham, secre- 
tary-treasurer of the California 
Board of Medical Examiners. 

Dr. Pinkham made a report on 
the “Chiropractic Problem” to 
the Annual Congress of Medical 
Education and Licensure meeting 

in Chicago last March, in which 

he said of chiropractic: 

kind to be made 

NEW cult of healing has 
sprung up in the United 
States and _ literally laid 

hands upon the invalids in hun- 
dreds of thousands of sick rooms 

throughout the country. To the 
lame, the halt and the blind it 
promises prompt salvation. It 
invites the ailing infant, the neu- 
rotic woman, the broken old man 
to bathe in its fountain of health. 
It traces all disease to one cause 
and professes to cure every human 

ailment by one, astoundingly 
simple, method. 

Its name is CHIROPRACTIC 
taken from two Greek words 
cheiro (hand) and practos (prac- 

tice). Its disciples, who are called 

CHIROPRACTORS, assert that 

by feeling with their fingers along 

form ‘the various 
as the digestive 

ted in groups 
systems of the b 
system, the excretory, circulatory, 
respiratory and nervous systems 

oe tissue, organ or system of the 

ody has its part cular work to per 
rom but each tissue, regardless of 

its size or importance, is directly 
and direction of 

ain is the center of the nerv- 
and the spinal cord 

rclosed in a bony,cabinet 

is the cable nerve and distributing 

rves eminate that suppl 

s the an switch- 

I saataanal ole 

nt of th alignment, there is no in- 
d the body is healthy. 

the spinal column of the patient dir ng the “Tt is carried on by organized 
they can locate the cause of all } gary dep alec oger publicity, propagated by both the 

disease and with thrusts of the m on the life forces so that N schools of chiropractic and gradu- 
health of the body, therefore he can rightfully sa 

ates thereof, centralizing their 
CHIROPRACTIC GETS YOU WELL forces on convincing the public: 

That chiropractic is an exact 

arm effect a cure. In this man- 
ner, they say, they have restored 
to normal stature a girl so de- 
formed that her feet were higher i chiropractor's advertisement es west} re oat SCIenCe, 

than her head: they have cured a_i the! they can cur anuthing from tubereulons to deafness" “That the origin of all disease 
child dying from a strange malady gine there are about ten thousand practitioners of the new heal- __*8 Pressure on the spinal nerves as 
called the “babbling sickness’’; ing cult in this country and twenty or more schools are making they emerge from the vertebrie 

they have saved from the grave thousands of new ones every year , foramina; 
consumptives without number, “That a knowledge of a chiro- 
and even the victims of infectious diseases highly organized system of propaganda practic chart, showing disease or physical 
regarded as incurable by many orthodox through page advertisements in ne wspa- disability to be controlled by designated 

physicians. pers and magazines, through numberless spinal nerves, is practically the only es- 
With claims like circulars, leaflets, booklets and all man- sential professional education; 

these spread broad- ner of other literature—they have brought “That treatment directed thereto will 
cast through a_ within their fold an ever-increasing mul- cure every ill to which flesh is heir; 

titude. According to their own figures “That the State examining boards are 
B. J. Palmer, presi- they number 10,000 practitioners with representatives of a visionary octopus 
dent of the Palmer nearly 1,000,000 patients who contribute called the ‘Medical Trust,’ which seeks 

School of Chiroprac- to their coffers between $50,000,000 and to crush all save the licensed physician 

fie, which is known as $60,000,000 annually. andsurgeon.” Finally Dr. Pinkhamasked: 

oe cmarepract Twenty or more schools are pouring “Why is the number of medical schools 
—_ stage D o out a constantly growing flood of chiro- diminishing ? 
~<scae Reoe practors. One school alone—*The Foun- “Why is the annual output of a single 
healer of Davenport, tain Head,” at Davenport, Ia.—involves chiropractic school in Iowa equal to the 
la., who originated an investment of several million dollars, total output of the combined medical 

chiropra teaches 2,000 pupils, and has built up a schools of the United States?” 
4 
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It has seemed high time, therefore, that 
a thorough investigation of the cult be 
made and its nature, its purposes, its re- 
sults be laid bare to the scrutiny of the 
American public. For if we are to scrap 
the machinery of physical well-being 
which the race has laboriously built up 
through centuries of research and experi- 
ment in favor of this brand new panacea, 
then we ought to know what the change 
involves. It is this sort of an investiga- 
tion the results of which will be set forth 
in this and succeeding articles in LEsLIE’s 
Weexkty. All available informa- 
tion from all sources has been 
sought. Every State has been 
canvassed. The verdict will rest 
with Le«.ie’s readers. 

Chiropractic originated in the 
brain of D. D. Palmer, a mes- 
meric healer of Davenport, Ia. 
The story has been told many 
tunes by B. J. Palmer, his son, 
president of the Palmer School of 

Chiropractic, the oldest and great- 
est of its kind in the country, and 
known as the “Chiropractic Foun- 
tain Head.” 

“The discoverer of the chiro- 

practic idea and founder of the 
fundamentals in its philosophy, 
science and art was Canadian Cuts 
born and of Scotch-Irish, German- 
English descent,” says the 1921 

Announcement of the Palmer school. 
“Dr. D. D. Palmer was reared amid 

the sturdy Northwest, and later in life was 
educated for and followed the vocation 

For many years he 

PINCHED ARTERY 

PINCHED NERVE 4) 

of magnetic healing. 
searched for the cause of disease, and 
made deep study of the principles, com- 
prising the system which he formed and 
named chiropractic. 

“The first chiropractic adjustment was 
given in 1895 to a man of impaired hear- 
ing. An analysis of his spine disclosed a 
pronounced subluxation in the upper 
region of the spinal column. By adjust- 
ments Dr. Palmer restored the misaligned 
vertebre to its normal relations, and soon 
the man could hear as before. 

“Like many another great movement, 
chiropractic was accidental in its discovy- 
ery, for the adjustment followed the 
chance observation of a circumstance; 
and the result accomplished was unex- 
pected. The first ‘adjustment’ was crude, 
although strictly specific. 

“From this accidental beginning, Dr. 
Palmer successfully prosecuted his work 
among other patients, variously afflicted, 
and thus laid the foundation of a new 
science; now grown, on its merit as an 

efficacious health agent, to a profession 
of 10,000 members in the United States 
and Canada. 

“Through twenty-six years of develop- 
mental progress, the chiropractic idea has 
been better formed into a distinct system 
that locates, accounts for and specifically 
adjusts the cause of disease. The most 
of the credit for such development, it is 
universally conceded, belongs to B. J. 
Palmer, D.C., Ph.C. (doctor of chiro- 

practic, philosopher of chiropractic), who, 
as a fitting tribute to its achievements, is 
popularly regarded by the chiropractic 
profession as its leader.” 

Dr. Pinkham in his report tells of the 
“discovery” of chiropractic as follows: 

“In 1895 D. D. Paltiier-was unsuccess- 

SPINAL CORD 

ful in his ‘magnetic’ treatments given 
one Lillard, a colored janitor of the 
building wherein Palmer maintained an 
office. Lillard suffered from deafness 
and claimed that since an injury to his 
back of some years’ standing, be had 
grown progressively more deaf. 

“DPD. D. Palmer examined Lillard and 
noted a ‘lump on his back.’ Although 
possessing a vague knowledge of anat- 

omy, he ‘pushed on the lump,’ giving a 
series of treatments, and ‘the hearing re- 
turned.” It is reported that. impressed 

/ SPINAL CORD 

NORMAL ARTERY 

Ex 

WORMAL NERY, 

of this sort, used in adve rtising matter, help to b ring an 

enormous number of pate nts to the « hiropractors 

with the result obtained in this case, he 
examined the spines of all his patients for 
irregularities and experimented with ad- 

justing them. He devoted a little of his 
time ‘to study,’ but being old and tired 
and pretty well satisfied with his results 
and himself, he thought of transmitting 
the discovery to his son and keeping it 
‘a family secret.’” 

The son, however, did not keep chiro- 

practic a secret. To the 2,000 pupils of 
his school he sells the chiropractic idea 
at from $350 to $400 ahead. As his own 
literature shows, the vounger Palmer has 
developed chiropractic not only as a 
“philosophy, science and art,” but also 
as a money-making industry, established 
on thoroughly commercial lines. 

In all the State legislatures where 
chiropractors have been fighting for legal 
recognition, they have been stoutly op- 
posed by the medical associations. The 
doctors insist first of all that chiropractors 
should have the same educational quali- 
fications as themselves, and pass the same 
examinations. They say it is possible to 
enter such a chiropractic school as the 
Palmer institution from a grammar school 
and graduate after only an _ eighteen- 
months course. They argue that such a 
“graduate” is so ignorant, that, if per- 
mitted to treat disease, he will be a men- 
ace to the public. The doctors have also 
fought the chiropractors on the ground 
that the latter do not recognize contagious 
and infectious diseases, and will not pre- 
vent the spread of epidemic and pestilence. 

Chiropractors reply that modern medi- 
cine and surgery are based on wrong 
principles. They argue that they should 
not be required to learn a lot of futile 
book knowledge, which doctors regard as 
essential. They insist that germs are not 
dangerous except where an organ of the 
body is not functioning properly, and 
then it is not the fault of the germs, but 
a pinched nerve. 

Accordingly chiropractors make every 
effort to break down the “bacilli” and 

theories of modern 

The following advertisement is 
an illustration. It was inserted in the 

World News of Roanoke. Va., March 14, 

1921, and attacked the Virginia Board of 
Health for its efforts to educate the pub- 

lic in how to combat the hookworm. The 
advertisement read in part: 

“contagious disease” 
science, 

‘**THE NEW FAMILY’ 

“You probably noticed an arti- 
cle in the local papers some time 

ago under the above title. The 

article called attention to a little 
booklet by that name which is put 
out free by the Virginia Board of 
Vital Statistics at Richmond. In 

| reality it is a medical advertise- 
ment paid for by the taxpayers’ 
money. . 

“Here are a few gems: 
**Hookworms are from ONE- 

HALF to FIVE-EIGHTHS of an 
INCH long. . . . The worms bore 
their way through the skin of 
barefoot children who frequent 
the same place from day to day. 
“*This sets up “ground itch” 

or “toe itch,” a well-known com- 
plaint in many parts of Virginia. 

a “These woruis bore through 

the veins and are carried to the heart by 

the blood. They then pass over the 

lungs and up to the throat. From there 
they work down into the stomach, then 
pass to the bowels, where they remain, 
till they die from old age in from five to 
ten years or are destroyed by pre per 
treatment.’ 

“When one considers the size of a hook- 

worm and remembers that the blood must 
pass through capillaries and vanules so 
small that they are microscopic in size, 
the ridiculousness of the above theory 
will be seen. It is too shallow to be 

worthy of comment. 
“Worms, like our friends the germs, 

are scavengers and in the body thrive only 
in unhealthy organs and tissues. When 
nerve life to the stomach and bowels is 

weak, digestion does not take place 
properly. . . . Thus an ideal harbor and 
hatching ground is created for worms and 
germs. 

“When the spine is adjusted, thus re- 
leasing the pinched nerves, they transmit 
enough nerve life to the stomach and 
bowels to make them healthy and active. 
So the food is properly digested and the 

wastegproduct eliminated from the body. 
The breeding ground and food of the 
worms being thus destroyed, they even- 
tually disappear. 

“CHIROPRAC- 
TIC GETS 
YOU WELL” 

Dr. nF W. Pres- 

ton, secretary- 

treasurer of the 
Virginia State 

(Concluded on 

page 29) 

D.D. Palmer, the dis- 
coverer of the chiro- 

practic idea. 
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What Ails the Senate? 
OW it is the turn of the Republicans to persuade 

the Senate out of its distrust of all “furriners.” 
It will be especially interesting to watch the 

adaptable Mr. Lodge lead his skittish colleagues up 

to the international conventions for which he is spon- 
sor, and with a gently stroking hand and soothing 
words coax them not to shy away. 

We sincerely wish him every success, for undoubt- 
edly the covenants coming out of the conference rep- 
resent in their essence the popular will. The national 

acclaim which greeted Mr. Hughes’s initial disarma- 
ment proposal shows that Americans are willing to 
meet their neighbors more than half way in any rea- 

which will insure peace. A 
would give our dele- 

sonable arrangements 
nation-wide referendum to-day 
gates an overwhelming vote of confidence. 

And yet what they have done has been done in secret 

negotiation. It is noteworthy that the Washington 
Conference has been no more “open” in its methods 

than that at Versailles. There has been attending it 
nothing like the pitiless publicity which the Senate “4 

in upon its proceedings, or pretends to. Why is 
then, that the conference has found it so much easier . 
register the popular will than does the Senate? What 
ails the Senate anyhow? 

“‘Hush . . . The Medicine-man!”’ 

HE row over the visit of Dr. 

Viennese surgeon, and over its attendant publicity 
brings up question whether doc- 

tors are people or priests—whether their skill is to be 
looked at and talked about by the public, unafraid, or 
whether they are to be regarded as the repositories of 

occult knowledge which ordinary men are to bow their 
heads before as savages bow before their medicine men. 

The secrecy which hedges about the medical profes- 

sion is not wholly beneficent. In so far as it represents 
the reticence of scientific men, doing scientific work for 
science’s sake, and deploring  self-advertising and 
quackery, it is commendable and helpful; in so far as it 

keeps the public from knowing what is good for them, 
or gives an atmosphere of creepiness to things which 
might just as well be open and understood of all men, 
it is anything but helpful. A great surgeon, using 

imagination and intuition, as well as mere technical 
skill, is in some ways an artist. But the instinct of 

secrecy which this artist’s temperament implies ought 
not to prevent other people, of an executive turn, from 
making his gifts useful to the general public, just as 

publishers and reviewers call attention to the purely 

Lorenz, the great 

again the 

subjective work of poets and composers. 

“What I do know,” says Dr. Charles Mayo, ‘“‘and 
what every medical man must realize, if he stops to 

think of it, is that the publicity attending Dr. Lorenz's 

work in New York is bound to bring into the light thou- 

sands of cases of crippled children, whose infirmities, 

through ignorance or a feeling of hopelessness, have 
hitherto been hidden from the doctors and hospitals of 
their communities.” 

The Inglorious Raisin 

ALESMANSHIP is not an art which particularly 
needs encouragement in this country. If any- 
thing, we give it too much importance already. 

“Putting it over” is almost an American fault, and it 

was not until this winter, in the comedy “Duley,” that 

any American dramatist, so far as we know, had the 
temerity to laugh at a salesman. 

All this by way of establishing what is sometimes 
called an “alibi.” For we are about to celebrate the 
appearance in our midst of an article—to wit: the little 

boxes of seedless raisins which now adorn our Eastern 
fruit and news stands—which represents the practice 

of this art of making people want something they didn’t 
want before. Raisins commonly have been the rather 
inglorious appendage of mighty feasts—bothersome 
things full of seeds which came with the nuts, after 
everybody had eaten more than was good for them 

already. But raisins without seeds, neatly put up in 
five-cent paper boxes to serve as a substitute for the 
hastily-snatched news-stand candies—this is an exam- 
ple of creative salesmanship which seems admirable. 

It is pleasant to think of the hapless California vine- 
growers thus escaping some of the pernicious effects of 
prohibition and there is something of the romance of 
trade, Manhattan 

“L” station some of the imprisoned sunshine of Fresno. 
When will some genius—we give this priceless idea 

away for nothing—devise a similarly cheap and con- 
venient way of marketing our surplus Western prunes? 

The Traffic Officer’s Card System 

tee violators of the highway rules are to be 

moreover, in nibbling on a chilly 

rated by the Pennsylvania State Police by means 
of punchmarks on the registration card. Thus 

every motorist will carry his record with him. To the 
prosecuting attorney the card will be a ready exhibit. 

When punched full of demerits it would demote the 

motorist to the criminal class. As evidence it would 
rank with finger prints, and confound ten character 
witnesses. 

Speed-hounds, convicted by their own racing cards, 
are not expected to applaud the innovation. Perhaps 
the police do not welcome the conductor’s punch to 
their tool chests. Yet the plan may remove hazard 

from highways and spleen from the traffic. For the 

traffic officer may now make a little hole in a card with 
a gentle smile, instead of hurling forth epigrams that 
crack like whips. The public, probably will prefer 
to have its villainy punched in than to have its ignor- 

ance bawled out. 
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“We were diluting our golf with discussion of business conditions. 

BUCK UP, BUSINESS! 
IT. The Shoe Trade Takes on New Courage After Its Licking 

OTH of us were on the green in four. 
B It should have been three but we 

were diluting our golf with discus- 
sion of business conditions. Said my op- 
ponent, a man high in the councils of the 
leather industry, answering my plaint 
that I had just been compelled to pay 
$16 for a pair of golf shoes—the time was 
two years ago and the place Florida 
which I considered worth about half that 
price: 

“Don’t think that you're going to see 
any reduction. Hides are going up. 
Manufacturing costs are increasing. The 
factories are oversold. Lay in your stock 
of shoesnow. They won't get any cheaper.” 

He then missed his putt by a vard. 
He missed his guess by a mile. Within 

four months there had set in that phe- 
nomenal and disastrous decline in the 
trade which was the penalty of its own 
errors and which is now belatedly bene- 
fiting the buying public in practically all 
grades of footwear. A year after that 
missed putt I purchased a better golf shoe 
than the $16 extortion for $9, and last 
Fall I bought what to outward appear- 
ances is almost its exact replica, but with 
a less impressive label, at $5.50. Those 
three prices mark the slippery road down 

By SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS 

Illustrated by Harley Stivers 

which the shoe trade has stumbled and 
slithered and plunged, to reach at the end, 
something like stability. Not, however, 
without leaving wreckage along the way. 

Leather-wear was the public’s whipping 
boy throughout the embittered days of 
the buyers’ strike. Nobody loved the 
shoe man. Not that he had been really 
more ruthless or reckless in his profiteer- 
ing than those in several other lines. But 
he dealt in goods which were of peremp- 
tory necessity and without substitute. 
When the Liberty Bond campaigns incul- 
cated thrift as a brand new lesson to mil- 
lions of Americans, the novice subscriber 
found that he could cut down on or vary 
his food and drink and be none the worse 
for it—and did. He discovered that his 
discarded suit was repairable and his old 
overcoat reversible and that, panoplied 
in them as in virtue, he could thumb a 
patriotic nose at the clothier who tried 
to sell him $15 worth of shoddy for $75. 
The man with his first bond at the bank 
isn’t going to catch cold through a patch 
on his trousers. With shoes it is differ- 
ent. The purest fire of patriotism will 
uot serve as a preventive of pneumonia 

when one gets wet feet inopportunely, 

and the high cost of hospitals is beyond 
that of many pairs of shoes. So the con- 
sumer paid the dealer's price, and cursed 
the whole business from hide to last. 

The consumer was wrong. At least, 
partly wrong. He (but chiefly she) was 

as much at fault as anyone else for the 
strangling prices, and nobody was as 
blameworthy as appearances indicated. 
Take a brief glance at the troubled his- 
tory of the leather trade in the war years. 
What with foreign orders and the rush 
demands of our own Government, every- 
thing that goes into a shoe, from sole to 
lining, doubled and trebled in cost—and 
then took a further jump. Calfskin, 
which had cost 25 cents a foot, rose to 

$1.25, and linings soared from 9 cents a 
yard to 50 cents. Only Government lim- 
itations on retail prices protected the pub 
lic from demands much worse than the, 
actually faced. 

But, with the end of the war, materials 
dropped in price. Logically retail prices 
should have followed. They did not. 
Almost immediately everything “skied” 
again. An unforeseen emotional element 

had entered in. I use the word “emo 

tional” advisedly, since panic is alway 



emotional and this development was in 
the nature of a real panic, though of an 
unusual type, a semi-hysterical fear lest 
the supply should, in some vague and un- 

explained manner, be overwhelmed by an 
enormous and mysterious demand. Every 
department of the trade joined in storm- 
ing the sources for goods as a crazed thea- 

ter crowd rushes the exits on a false alarm 
of fire. Tanners bid frantically against 
each other for Manufacturers 
plunged into the wildest kind of compe- 
tition for leather. Jobbers formed shoe- 
lines outside the factories, and the retail- 
ers paid any fantastic price asked, secure 
in the faith that a public which had lost 

all sense of values in 

its orgy of post-war 

would 

hides. 

spending 
snatch at whatever 

it saw. For the 

time they were right. 

The public’s shop- 
ping cry in the spend- 
thrift days after the 
Armistice was, 

“Haven't vou got 
something better?” 

The trade made the 

most of it. Nat- 

urally. 
To impute all this 

wild rivalry to sheer 
greed, however, Is 

unjust. An element 
at least as funda- 

mental as the mo- 

tive of exploitation 
was the conscien- 

tious attempt, in the 
face of great difficul- 

ties, on the part of 

tanner, manufac- 

turer, wholesaler and 

merchant to protect 

their customers, to 

keep enough goods 
on hand for at least 

the most urgent 

needs. ( ‘onsequently 

the wise and far- 
sighted firms which 
regarded the move- 

ment as dangerous 

re’ 
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of the most dismal rubbish ever misnamed 
merchandise was nailed, sewed, or pasted 
together following the general lines of the 
human foot, and instantly absorbed by 
the waiting “exporters.” As a result the 
American public, which had been clamor- 
ing for higher-priced goods, got them (if 
it shopped early enough) at figures which 
appeased even that inordinately stimu- 
lated appetite. 

Then one clear beam of reality struck 
through the flimsy fabric of the dream, 

the grim and simple fact that Europe had 
neither money nor credit to pay for 
American shoes or anything else. In the 
stark exposure of that illumination the 

inflation, were nev- n 1 
ertheless forced into i Caaf 

competition withthe | SK 

sheer plungers, and 

involuntarily helped — Exe: 
to boost prices far “Style is and yle j 

levels. above war 

Just when it ap- 
peared that the limit must have been 
reached 

Enter, the Ghost. 

A full-fledged bogie, this, bodied forth 

in monstrous proportions from the imag- 
ination of fevered Business. It was called 

Export Trade and its very name straight- 
way became both a thing to conjure mil- 
lions with and a spell to produce instant 
delirium. The delirium took a strange 
form; its victims saw Europe only from 
the ankles down. A mapful of feet. 
Huge export corporations were organized 
over night on the most lurid expectations. 
Everybody in the trade talked with bated 
breath of the enormous foreign demand 
all ready to burst like a beneficent bomb 
and bury this waiting country under an 
unprecedented avalanche of orders. Some 

robably will continue to be the bugab 0 of the manufacturer. Because the public 

taste is fickle 

golden ghost vanished, “‘and like an in- 
substantial pageant faded, left not a rack 
behind.” It did, however, leave a num- 

ber of wrecks. One of them displays its 
bones on my desk as I write in the form 
of a series of advertisements dated in the 
late Spring of 1920, issued by one of the 

gliost-ridden companies, and announcing 

a gigantic sale of shoes direct to the pub- 

lic at slashed prices. There is a note of 
desperation in those appeals, as there well 
might be. Millions of pairs of “export” 
shoes; total-output factory contracts for 
millions more—and no place for them to 
go to. How many were thus sold will 
perhaps never be known. Not enough, 
certainly, for thousands upon thousands 
of pairs are still in storage. The wise 
purchaser, by the way, will do well to 

keep an eye out for them. Many of them 
were built in haste for Russian and other 
distant markets, have presumably not 
improved with age, and will stand careful 
scrutiny from the intending purchaser. 
Or perhaps they will not. 

That sale was the first lesson to the 

general public in the absurdity of the 
prices which it had been paying by and 
large for footwear. Undoubtedly it was 

one of the influences which brought on 

the buyers’ strike. 

There is in this the comedy element 
which inheres in poetic justice upon 
the plunger. In another set of docu- 
ments of that period is unrelieved tragedy. 

The shoe manufac- 
turing company 
which issued them 
was one of the sound- 

est, fairest and most 

honorable in the 

trade. Its report for 
the Spring of 1920 
showed a large sur- 

plus, net quick as- 
sets more than satis- 

factory, nearly 
twenty million dol- 
lars of Fall orders, 

and its total factory 
capacity oversold up 

to December. Could 

any concern be held 
blamable for pur- 
chasing in accord- 
ance with such pros- 
pects? Yet it was 

mainly ghost visions. 
The export trade 

hope vanished; the 
public turned sullen 
and resentful against 
the high prices w hich 

it had itself fostered. 
The bottom dropped 

out of the shoe mar- 
ket and that same 
manufacturing com- 

pany’s report of less 

than a year later is a 
curt study in ruin. 
Cancellations and 
returns aggregating 

} over seven millions; 
new orders unob- 
tainable; merchan- 
dise in hand drop- 

3 ping daily in value; 
a six million dollar 
loss for the year; 

working capital 
heavily reduced; credit threatened; finis. 
The corporation has passed out of exis- 
tence, its remnants absorbed by another 
company. Yet its only fault was that it 
mistook shadow for substance. 

What happened in the shoe business 
is a somewhat extreme example of what 
happened in all businesses. For reasons 
which I have indicated the public’s atti- 
tude toward high shoe prices became 
specially hostile. The factories were the 
first to feel and accept the result. 

They reached out for anything they 
could get in those days. In the Fall of 
1920 Copenhagen’s main shopping street 
blossomed forth in a harvest of men’s 
shoes from a prominent American manu- 
facturer, offered to the public at a price 
equivalent to $1.60 a pair. Those same 

f 
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shoes, to the American public, were $5 to 
$6 a pair. Figuring freights and trans- 
shipment costs I cannot see how the man- 
ufacturer could have received as much as 
$1 a pair from his Danish market. No in- 
stance of European “dumping” on our 
American markets ever outdid this. 

“We fellows took our licking,” says one 
of the leading manufacturers, “in April 
and May, 1920. The jobbers took theirs 
from September on. The retail trade 
tried to hang on. They didn’t begin to 

cut along lines of genuine liquidation until 
the Spring of 1921. By that time the 
buyers’ strike had arrived—without 
doubt. Some of the high-grade stores 
haven’t learned the lesson yet. They're 
still ghost-chasing and helping to 
prolong what is left of the strike.” 

More than anything else this retail 
condition is what ails the recovering but 
still enfeebled shoe trade to-day. Not 

that the effort to hold prices up by their 
boot-straps is universal or even general; 
but there is still enough of it to affect part 
of the buying public and keep them sore 
with suspicion. Last month I made a 
small purchase in a store which, while 
not of the most fashionable class, has 
succeeded in capitalizing its brand to 
good advantage. ‘To say that the place 
was not overcrowded would be conserva- 
tive. Of the suave and presumably high- 
priced salesman who served me I inquired 
whether the Christmas trade had set in. 

“T should say not,” said he. 
“What seems to be the matter?” 
“IT don’t know,” was the gloomy reply. 

“People aren't buying.” 
“Perhaps your prices aren't attractive 

enough. You haven't got a_business- 

getter in your window display.” 
“We don’t go after that kind of busi- 

ness,” he explained. 
“Wouldn’t you prefer that kind of busi- 

ness to no kind of business?” 
Here the manager came up and proved 

to me by irrefutable figures that, taking 

a 

al 
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“We fellows took our licking in April and May, 1920. The jobbers took 

The retail trade tried to hang on. theirs from Se ple mber on. 

into consideration high rental, an expen- 
sive service corps, and ten or fifteen other 
things, they couldn’t make a profit on 
lower prices. The shoes were worth W hat 

they asked. 
“Very likely,” I assented. 

can’t make people believe 
“They were falling over themselves to 

get these grades a couple of vears ago. 
Why,” he added with conclusive empha- 
sis, ““we’ve knocked off $3 on our best 

grades.” 

To continue the discussion seemed fu- 

tile. On my way out I saw two young 
fellows looking at the window. 
“Reduced to $12,” read one of them. 

“What d’you know about that ‘reduced’! ” 
And, cackling cheerily, they moved on. 
Unfortunately the manager was _ not 
within earshot. He might have learned 
something. 

Half a block away I entered a chain 
store. It was doing a high-pressure busi- 
ness at prices running from $6 down. It 
would be idle to pretend that the stock 

was as good as that of the store I had just 
left. The finish of the “reduced to $12” 

tvpe was better; so was the workmanship. 
The service in the higher grade store was 
superior in quality, and, I may add, in 
quantity, since I might have had my pick 

of at least ten idle salesmen, whereas the 
chain store was rushed every moment. 
But the chain store shoes were good shoes. 
They would wear, almost as well as the 
high-priced varieties. A guarantee pro- 
tected every purchaser, and the stock was 

obviously what people wanted. Unless 
my judgment of the buying public has 
gone wrong after many vears’ experience, 
there was in that shop a large sprinkling 
of the shopping element which, two or 
three years before, would have been 
crowding the now empty $12 to $18 place. 

These chain shops, with the factories 
behind them, furnish a significant object 
lesson both for the public and for the shoe 
trade. Theirs is the “wisdom of long 

“But if you 

They didn't 

begin to cut along lines of liquidation until the spr 

time the buyers’ strike had arrived, 

views.” With opportunities for profi 
teering as easy as those of any other grade 
of the business, perhaps easier, most of 
them kept their prices within reason 
through the period of the worst inflation 
and leveled them down as soon as the 

drop came, with the result that the ill-will 
of the buyers’ strike was directed against 
them little if at all. In fact the strike 
benefited them in the long run, since they 

not only held their own patrons but 

gained new ones from those former cus- 
tomers of the high-priced stores wlio quit 
either from necessity or indignation. 

Take for example a well-known “chain” 
dealing in standard lines. In the Spring 
boom of 1920 they reached their max 

mum price of $6.50. That was the high- 

est they had ever charged for any pair of 
The manufacturing slump came 

and they followed it down, though cau- 
tiously, for the higher grade stores were 
not reducing at all, dropping to $6 that 
Autumn, $5.50 in the Spring of 1921, $5 
in the Summer, and $4.50, the present 
maximum, in the Fall. They may reach 
$4 this Spring. If it is a surprise, as I 
suspect it will be to many readers, to learn 

that half a dozen brands of standard 
shoes backed by ample guarantees can be 

t 

she eS. 

purchased in all parts of the country, a 
prices ranging from $3.50 to $6, then I 
can only say that, in their own interests, 
they should not have waited to learn the 

fact from a magazine article. 

Look now for a moment at the business 

done by these concerns at a time when 
the rest of the shoe trade is still uncertain. 

The Endicott-Johnson Corporation, 
which at the worst fell off] only about 25 

per cent. on its production, is now far 

above even the boom period of 1919, and, 

to meet increased demands, is construct- 

ing new plants which will give it more 
than 50 per cent. increase over its 1919 

production. The Beck-Hazzard chain 
stores, which went through the perplexi- 

Continued on page vo 

ng of 1921 By that 

Some haven't learned the lesson yet. 
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“Tj you wake me uj with your 

rhining, your hide comes off 

: jrine” mn strips 
f 

HEAVY rope-end lashed wickedly 
around the post of the veranda, 

barely missing the voung Kanaka 
who flinched aside and ran down the steps 
to the sand. Following the rope, there 
appeared in the doorway a man who 
cursed, “Fool! Idiot! Pig! How many 

times must I warn vou?” he demanded 
at the end of his invective. 

The Kanaka house-boy answered him 
quietly, “I am sorry. I did not mean to 
Ww ake vou.” 

“Sorry, are you? Good, you will be 
sorrier!”’ Pierre Tastu, the quarter-caste 
trader, came down the steps and walked 
to the side of the veranda, raised ten 
feet in the air on long piles. Through the 
edge of the flooring projected a ring-bolt, 
and from this there hung a short chain, 
ending in a handcuff. “Come here,” he 
ordered. Jim, the Kanaka, stiffened and 
shook his head. Without hesitating, 
Tastu drew the heavy pistol from his 
holster and sent a bullet into the sand 
beside the Kanaka’s feet, so that the 
white coral-stuff spurted over them. 
“Will vou come?” he asked, and the na- 
tive came, trembling like a dog_ that 
comes to the whip. Tastu clamped the 
handcuff around the upstretched right 
wrist. so that the arm was held straight 
above his head, and his feet just bore his 
weight. with no room to move. The 
Kanaka was silent, and as Tastu turned 
away. a girl, who had appeared at the 
corner of the house at the shot, darted 
out of sight. 

In front of the house rose a tall pan- 
damus tree, and beyond lay a broad la- 
goon, gleaming like a king sapphire in its 
border of dazzling sand. The atoll 

formed a circle, some ten miles in circum- 
ference. At the far side lay the narrow 
entrance channel, between cruel coral 

studs, and beyond the channel was the 
blue Pacific. Back of the dwelling of 

Pierre Tastu and the sheet-iron store- 
house that stood beside it, a frieze of 
cocoanut palms rose sharp-etched into the 

sky along the curve of the tsland. 

Tastu was both young and old; voung 

BACKLASH 
By ATREUS VON SCHRADER 

Illustrated by ANTON OTTO FISCHER 

Bem 
bad 

in Mis years, and old in wickedness and 
greed. Deep lines foretold the early de- 
cay of the tropics and spread fanwise 
from his eyes, of a baleful gun-metal blue. 
His hair was yellow, and the deep sun- 
burn failed to hide the deeper brown that 
marked him mongrel, stained with the 
warm thick blood of Polynesia. He re- 
mounted the steps, and spoke down to 
the shackled man below him, “If vou 
wake me with your whining, vour hide 
comes off in strips,” he said, and lurched 
into the house. 

For an hour Kanaka Jim hung in the 
sun, the muscles under his bronze skin 
corded with the strain and effort of keep- 
ing his arm upright and his weight off 

of the sharp edge of the steel handcuff. 

He faced the sheathing under the veranda, 
and so did not see the girl’s approach. 
She came around the house as lightly as 
the shadow of a gull’s wing. “deem,” she 

said softly, and the man swayed around 
at her voice. He saw her brown eyes fill 
with soft tears, and forced himself to 
smile. “Tara... vou must go. You 
cannot help me, and your father will beat 
vou, too, if he finds vou here... .” His 
lips formed the words. The girl, slender 
as a young palm tree in her ahu of sten- 
ciled native cloth, patted the man’s shoul- 
der. “Jeem, my father is an evil man 

.. she whispered. Kanaka Jim, look- 
ing past the girl's bowed head, stiffened. 
Tara. He pointed painfully with 

his free arm. “You must go. It 
will not be long now until your 

father comes.” 
Visible only as a tiny wedge of 

silver in the sunlight, a schooner 
was making for the channel open- 

ing. As they watched it sailed 
into clear view and came about 
to slip into the lagoon. Tara 
clasped her hands in excite- 
ment, and for a moment forgot 
the man beside her. Then she 
remembered, “I think you are 
right; my father will be com- 
ing.’ Again she patted the 
brown shoulder. “I am_ so 

sorry, Jeem,” and like a 
sand sprite she fled 
around the house. 
Two hundred yards 

off shore the schooner 
came to anchor, stand- 
ing like a silhouette in 
the eve of the setting 

sun. The harsh rattle 
of her chains brought 
Pierre Tastu scowling to 
his door as a cutter 
swung from her side and 
headed for the beach. 
The trader took from his 

pocket some keys and 

knelt swiftly on the floor 
above the Kanaka. 
Reaching down, he un- 
locked the handcuff. “I 
do not wish a guest to see 

what a worthless servant I have. Get to 
the kitchen, and tell the girl to keep out 
of sight . he snarled. 

The cutter grounded gently, and as the 
rowers sprang out and steadied her, there 

arose from the stern a Chinese, squat, 
vellow, massive, whale-like. It was Wu 
Wang, buyer of pearls. 

Tastu’s gun-metal eves narrowed in 
sudden thought. Then he hurried down 
the steps to greet his guest with out- 
stretched hands. “Wu Wang, my friend, 
I give you welcome. It has been long 
since I last saw you. ae 

The Chinese bowed gravely as he shook 
hands. “Toolong.. . nearly five years 
but then I have been in far waters. Now 
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I go to Tahiti, and I could not pass your 

door without a word. He bowed 

again as Tastu led the way into his living- 

room and clapped his hands sharply to- 
gether. “Jim, light the lamp,” he or- 
dered as the Kanaka appeared. Wu 
Wang seated himself and looked about 
him as the oil lamp above the table sput- 
tered and bloomed. He saw a place bare 
almost to barrenness. Against the far 
wall stood a gun rack, wherein rested two 
Winchester rifles, and shoulder high, a 
line of shelves. These, with the round 

“Come—will you gamble? 

table under the lamp and four plain 
wooden chairs, made up Tastu’s house- 
hold furniture. At one side a door opened 
into the quarter-caste’s sleeping-room, 

and on the other, a short passage led to 
the kitchen where Kanaka Jim cooked 
rice and stringy fowls from the native 

village, and what other food did not come 
out of tins. 

Tastu went into the kitchen and _ re- 
turned with a bottle, glasses and a pitcher 
of water. A moment later they were 
clicking glasses. The Chinese downed his 
drink without a twinge: Tastu grimaced 

like a cat as the strong liquor stung his 

gullet, and immediately refilled the 
glasses. Fora time the two discussed the 

intricacies of trading, and lamented the 

decreased purchasing power of stick to- 
bacco and Chili dollars. Copra, ivory 
nuts, beche-de-mer and sandalwood were 
the staples of Tastu’s commerce. But it 
was pearls that held him in the far reaches 
of the Pacific, as they held the inscrutable 
Wu Wang; pearls to be bought or rav- 
ished in the lust of gain, and to be sold for 
each his delights. Wu Wang, sailing the 

The girl against your large pearl?” a 

tropic seas, dreamed of sumptuous and 
Oriental splendor. Pierre Tastu, cursing 
upon his atoll, dreamed of golden de- 
bauchery in far off Paris. 

The pearling season on the Paumotus 
was over, and Wu Wang had made his 

tour of the grounds, trafficking for lus- 
trous sea jewels with the brown divers and 
with the Chinese receivers of stolen pearls 

who hung like sharks upon the fringes of 
the fleets. Tastu knew that his guest 
carried his take in a soft belt around his 
middle. Also he knew that there nested 
in Wu Wang’s left armpit a short-barreled 

11 

derringer that would blow a man’s spine 
out of him. 

The quarter-caste filled the glasses and 

held his own aloft. “4A la bonheur! | 

drink to pearls!” he said. The Chinese 
watched him narrowly and followed his 
example with a gentle raising of the 
ridges of yellow flesh that served him for 
evebrows. The fiery liquor was lisping 
in his blood and he swayed slightly in his 
seat as he waited for Wu Wang to speak. 
Suddenly Tastu reached into his pocket 
and flung upon the table a little chamois 

shed the quarter-caste , 

bag. “There are mine. Between friends 

there should be no secrets, ‘ he said, and 

from the bag he rolled on to the table 

under the vellow lamplight a handful of 
pearls. 

Wu Wang’s great head thrust forward 

He did not move his hands. 

to hide his eagerness, he ungirthed from 

Phen, as if 

beneath his shirt a broad belt, and from 

its pockets he poured through his thict 
vellow fingers a little cascade of flickering 

light. Before him lay a hundred glowing 
jewels, the smallest no smaller than a pea. 

Concluded on page ’%) 
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Dis ae ee 

“Tf you wake me uy with your 

whining, your hide comes off 
nm strips 

HEAVY rope-en.l lashed wickedly 

around the post of the veranda, 
barely missing the voung Kanaka 

who flinched aside and ran down the steps 
to the sand. Following the rope, there 

appeared in the doorway a man who 
cursed, “Fool! Idiot! Pig! How many 

times must I warn vou?” he demanded 
at the end of his invective. 

The Kanaka house-boy answered him 
quietly, “I am sorry. I did not mean to 
wake vou.” 

“Sorry, are you? Good, you will be 
sorrier!”’ Pierre Tastu, the quarter-caste 
trader, came down the steps and walked 
to the side of the veranda, raised ten 
feet in the air on long piles. Through the 
edge of the flooring projected a ring-bolt, 

and from this there hung a short chain, 
ending in a handcuff. ‘Come here,” he 
ordered. Jim, the Kanaka, stiffened and 
shook his head. Without hesitating, 
Tastu drew the heavy pistol from his 
holster and sent a bullet into the sand 
beside the Kanaka’s feet, so that the 
white coral-stuff spurted over them. 
“Will vou come?” he asked, and the na- 
tive came, trembling like a dog that 
comes to the whip. Tastu clamped the 
handcuff around the upstretched right 

wrist. so that the arm was held straight 

above his head, and his feet just bore his 
weight. with no room to move. The 
Kanaka was silent, and as Tastu turned 
away. a girl, who had appeared at the 
corner of the house at the shot, darted 
out of sight. 

In front of the house rose a tall pan 
damus tree, and beyond lay a broad la- 
goon, gleaming like a king sapphire in its 
border of dazzling sand. The atoll 

formed a circle, some ten miles in circum- 
ference. At the far side lay the narrow 
entrance channel, between cruel coral 
studs, and beyond the channel was the 
blue Pacific. Back of the dwelling of 
Pierre Tastu and the sheet-iron_ store- 
house that stood beside it, a frieze of 

cocoanut palms rose sharp-etched into the 
sky along the curve of the island. 

Tastu was both young and old; young 
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in fis years, and old in wickedness and 
greed. Deep lines foretold the early de- 

cay of the tropics and spread fanwise 
from his eyes, of a baleful gun-metal blue. 
His hair was vellow, and the deep sun- 
burn failed to hide the deeper brown that 
marked him mongrel. stained with the 

warm thick blood of Polynesia. He re- 
mounted the steps, and spoke down to 
the shackled man below him, “If you 
wake me with your whining, vour hide 
comes off in strips,” he said, and lurched 
into the house. 

For an hour Kanaka Jim hung in the 
sun, the muscles under his bronze skin 
corded with the strain and effort of keep- 
ing his arm upright and his weight off 

of the sharp edge of the steel handcuff. 
He faced the sheathing under the veranda, 
and so did not see the girl’s approach. 

She came around the house as lightly as 
the shadow of a gull’s wing. ““Jeem,” she 
said softly, and the man swayed around 
at her voice. He saw her brown eyes fill 
with soft tears, and forced himself. to 
smile. “Tara... vou must go. You 
cannot help me, and vour father will beat 
vou, too, if he finds vou here. — eas 
lips formed the words. The girl, slender 
as a young palm tree in her ahu of sten- 
ciled native cloth, patted the man’s shoul- 
der. “Jeem, my father is an evil man 

.. She whispered. Kanaka Jim, look- 
ing past the girl’s bowed head, stiffened. 
“Tara. He pointed painfully with 

his free arm. “You must go. It 
will not be long now until vour 
father comes.” 

Visible only as a tiny wedge of 
silver in the sunlight, a schooner 
was making for the channel open- 

ing. As they watched it sailed 
into clear view and came about 
to slip into the lagoon. Tara 
clasped her hands in excite- 
ment, and for a moment forgot 
the man beside her. Then she 
remembered, “I think you are 
right; my father will be com- 
ing.” Again she patted the 
brown shoulder. “I am_ so 

sorry, Jeem,” and like a 
sand sprite she fled 
around the house. 

Two hundred yards 
off shore the schooner 

came to anchor, stand- 
ing like a silhouette in 
the eve of the setting 

sun. The harsh rattle 
of her chains brought 
Pierre Tastu scowling to 
his door as a_ cutter 

swung from her side and 
headed for the beach. 

The trader took from his 
pocket some keys and 
knelt swiftly on the floor 
above the Kanaka. 
Reaching down, he un- 
locked the handcuff. “I 
do not wish a guest to see 

what a worthless servant I have. Get to 
the kitchen, and tell the girl to keep out 
of sight .” he snarled. 

The cutter grounded gently, and as the 
rowers sprang out and steadied her, there 

arose from the stern a Chinese, squat, 
vellow, massive, whale-like. It was Wu 

Wang, buyer of pearls. 
Tastu’s gun-metal eves narrowed in 

sudden thought. Then he hurried down 
the steps to greet his guest with out- 

stretched hands. ‘Wu Wang, my friend, 
I give you welcome. It has been long 
since I last saw you. . . .” 

The Chinese bowed gravely as he shook 

hands. . nearly five years, 
but then I have been in far waters. Now 

“Too long . 
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I go to Tahiti, and I could not pass your 
door without a word. ” He bowed 
again as Tastu led the way into his living- 
room and clapped his hands sharply to- 
gether. “Jim, light the lamp,” he or- 
dered as the Kanaka appeared. Wu 
Wang seated himself and looked about 

him as the oil lamp above the table sput- 
tered and bloomed. He saw a place bare 
almost to barrenness. Against the far 
wall stood a gun rack, wherein rested two 
Winchester rifles, and shoulder high, a 
line of shelves. These, with the round 

“Come—ieill you gamble? 

table under the lamp and four plain 
wooden chairs, made up ‘Tastu’s house- 
hold furniture. At one side a door opened 

into the quarter-caste’s sleeping-room, 

and on the other, a short passage led to 

the kitchen where Kanaka Jim cooked 

rice and stringy fowls from the native 
village, and what other food did not come 

out of tins. 

Tastu went into the kitchen and _ re- 
turned with a bottle, glasses and a pitcher 

of water. A moment later they were 
clicking glasses. ‘The Chinese downed his 

drink without a twinge: Tastu grimaced 

like a cat as the strong liquor stung his 
gullet, and immediately refilled — the 

For a time the two discussed the 

intricacies of trading, and lamented the 

decreased purchasing power of stick to- 
baceo and Chili dollars. Copra, ivory 
nuts, beche-de-mer and sandalwood were 
the staples of Tastu’s commerce. But it 
was pearls that held him in the far reaches 
of the Pacific, as they held the inscrutable 
Wu Wang; pearls to be bought or rav- 

ished in the lust of gain, and to be sold for 
each his delights. Wu Wang, sailing the 

gl asses. 

The girl against your large pearl? 

tropic seas, dreamed of sumptuous and 
Oriental splendor. Pierre Tastu, cursing 
upon his atoll, dreamed of golden de- 
bauchery in far off Paris. 

The pearling season on the Paumotus 
was over, and Wu Wang had made his 
tour of the grounds, trafficking for lus- 
trous sea jewels with the brown divers and 
with the Chinese receivers of stolen pear!s 
who hung like sharks upon the fringes of 
the fleets. Tastu knew that his guest 

carried his take in a soft belt around his 
middle. Also he knew that there nested 

in Wu Wang’s left armpit a short-barreled 

- 

derringer that would blow a man’s spine 
out of him. 

The quarter-caste filled the glasses and 

held his own aloft. “A la bonheur! I 

drink to pearls!” he said. The Chinese 
watched him narrowly and followed his 
example with a gentle raising of the 
ridges of yellow flesh that served him for 
evebrows. The fiery liquor was lisping 
in his blood and he swayed slightly in his 
seat as he waited for Wu Wang to speak. 
Suddenly Tastu reached into his pocket 
and flung upon the table a little chamois 

asked the quarter-caste , 

“There are mine. Between friends 

there should be no secrets,” he said, and 

from the bag he rolled on to the table 

under the vellow lamplight a handful of 

bag. 

pearls. 

Wu Wang’s great head thrust forward 

He did not move his hands 

to hide his eagerness, he ungirthed from 

beneath his shirt a broad belt, and from 

its pockets he poured through his thick 
vellow fingers a little cascade of flickering 
light. Before him lay a hundred glowing 
jewels, the smallest no smaller than a pea. 

Concluded on page ’%) 

Then, as if 
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“MISTER COPE” 

extreme rear 

A Sketch of the Mystery-man Who Was Lloyd George’s Best Bet in Ireland 

T’S a thousand-to-one chance that 

] vou ve ever heard of him before but 

at the same time vou can be perfectly 

sure that you will hear of him. You are 
bound to hear of him, provided England 
recognizes the immense service he has 
already performed for her and gives him 
the opportunity to serve her elsewhere. 
And, if you haven't read this article pre- 
viously, you will say: 

“Cope? Cope? Who the 

Cope?” 

And that’s why I’m telling vou about 
him. The American public ought to 
know who Cope is. 

He’s a mystery-man, this man Cope. 
You, if vou have been reading the news 
from Ireland during the past vear or so, 

have doubtless learned to recognize 
various names, as being identified with 
the Irish question—you've heard of Sir 
Hamar Greenwood, and De Valera, and 

Arthur Griffith, 
and a half dozen 

deuce Is 

Sir James Craig, and 

and Gene ral Mac ready 

others—but IT] 

haven't he ard enough about Cope to hx 

He might be a 

nobody, so-far as the world at large is 

But he isn't. 

all Englishmen who 
; 

venture to say that vou 

his name in vour mind. 

concerned. 

He’s the man, of 

have had anything to do with the prese! 

situation in Ireland, who was _ chiefly 

responsible for the peace negotiations 

between England and Ireland 
I made that assertion one day to 

man im New York, and he laughed. 

“Come off!” he scoffed. “Why every 

(merican who has visited England in i 
the past six months comes back and 

By SAMUEL McCOY 

modestly admits that he is the man who 

got Lloyd George and De Valera into 

the same room; and as for the Irish and 
the English, why, I don’t suppose there 

can be one man in either of the two 

islands who doesn’t think he did the 

trick!” 

But I was in Ireland during the greater 
part of the past vear—the year in which 
events in that dramatic country reached 
their dramatic climax; I Was one of the 

only two “outsiders” who were able to 

meet both parties to the quarrel with 

equal freedom; and I know, therefore, 
that on England’s side the one man who 

did most to bring about the truce was 
‘Mister Cope.” 

That he was able to take the lead in 

this feat—a feat required un- 

imaginable delicacy and adroitness 

and still remain virtually unknown to 
the public, at most a name, a mask, a 
patient submerged c'erk, an anonymity 

this puzzles and piques one’s curiosity. 

which 

It was early in July that the name Cop 
first began to be heard with increasing 

Wherever one or two Dub- 

together and dis 

indeed the war 

frequency 

liners were gathered 

cussing the war—and 
Was so frightful that no one ever discussed 

anything else—yvou would catch — the 
word “Cope.” 

It was curious. I had heard of some 
one up at Dublin Castle by the name of 
Cope, months before, but the name had 

made no impression on me. I had even 
heard the praise of this man 
sounded almost daily to me by the 
American Consul; and still I had paid 

Cope 

little attention. But now the man was 
becoming a veritable nuisance in conver- 
sations: his name was always bobbing up. 

What the dickens did people expect 

of him? Who was he? 
Weeks after these first murmurings 

began, I met the man. Very few people 

outside of his official associates did meet 
him at any time during the past year. 

For one thing, he was always buried up 
to his slightly outstanding ears in work. 
For another, he was cautious. 
Mong doo, how cautious that young 

man is! 
One can't even find out what his first 

name is. His initials are “A. W.” But 
apparently no one has been able to find 
out what the “A” stands for. When I 
left Dublin, public opinion was divided 

One party held that the 

Arthur. The other 
equally without 

definite information, maintained — that 
his name is Alfred. Personally, al- 
though I may be wrong, I lean toward 
the Arthur school. | mention this 

merely as an example of the man’s pro 
foundly veiled personality. Most people 
know himas “Mister Cope”—and that’s 
all. 

But eventually I came to have some 
illuminating personal meetings with this 
young man and therefore to appreciate 

why he was a storm center even in a time 
of scattered high velocities. He is, I 

should say, on the nervous side of forty 

in two camps. 
“A” stands for 

equally positive and 

somewhere between thirty-five and thirty- 
eight. Iremember the first night I met 
him—and, by the way, thereby hangs an 



he 

interesting sidelight on the social ameni- 
ties of Dublin during the truce: 

There were some among the prominent 
families of Dublin who would no more 
have welcomed any representative of the 
British Government to their drawing- 
rooms, even after the Truce began, than 
they would have admitted a murderer. 
They damned the whole lot, without 
distinction. Accordingly, when a gentle- 
man whom I knew to be an ardent be- 
liever in_ self-government for Ireland 
invited me to his home one evening to 
meet Cope, I imagined that I detected 
in his manner a trace of bravado}as of 
one risking the accusation that he was 
“trafficking with the enemy.” His polit- 
ical exhilarations were no concern of 
mine, an outsider; but I was convinced 
that in his house I could look for no con- 
versation that was 
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the tip he was seeking for. At times, he 
told me, he has traveled in the black robe 
of a priest. Once, in order to watch 
some suspected house, he set up a boot- 
blacking stand opposite it and polished 
the boots of many a passer-by. His 
own friends, he told me with glee, had 

often tossed him an extra sixpence for 
the brilliance he put on their shoes. 

Naturally, in such an occupation, he 
had moments when death jostled him 
on the shoulder. 

And yet it is not such incidents that 
have grayed Cope’s hair slightly at the 
temples. Ireland was still to come. 

Cope’s exploit in unearthing a notable 
fraud at the Dublin Customs House, by 
working as an employee there, was, I be- 
lieve, the final achievement which pre- 
ceded the opportunity given him to join 

writing; but I happen to know that he 
has been looking up timetables for both 

ends of the line, alternately, for the past 

six months. 

It is difficult to make anyone who was 

not in Ireland through the months pre- 

ceding the truce which began last July 

realize the horror and 

months. The British Government, as 

it admitted itself, was at its wits’ end. 

It had tried to put down the rebellion by 

force. Force merely infuriated the Irish 

still further. England put 75,000 troops 
into the country—all she could spare. 
The Irish tactics made them a laughing- 
stock. By June an impasse had ar- 
rived: 

“Unofficial” feelers looking to a truce 

had been advanced again and again 
throughout the spring, but each one 

withered away 

suspense of those 

not circumspect. I 
had had too many 
months of existence 
in an atmosphere 
in which every word 
was preceded by a 
guarded glance over 
the shoulder. I 

wanted something 
else; but I mention 
the tone of his in- 
Vitation to indicate 
that Dublin society 
Was a society which 

inhaled secrecies in 

every breath and 
which yet found 
‘**Mister Cope”’ 
more mysterious 
than itself. 

When I did meet 
him, there seemed 

nothing mysterious 
about him. A 
young man in a din- 
ner-jacket; — tallish, 
bony, with a muscu- 
lar handgrip, a keen 
look in eyes. that 
meet yours steadily, his general aspect 
that of the lean and hard-working Scotch- 
man rather than that of the Englishman. 
He had none of “the Oxford accent” 

which most young Englishmen in civil 
life affect, whether they be Oxford men 
or not. 

And, indeed, when I learned that he 
had served for sixteen years in the 
British Excise Department before being 
sent to Dublin, it seemed rather to sug- 
gest that he had been obliged to work for 

a living early in life. No dawdling about 
universities for “Mister Cope!” A self- 

made man, at first glance, if ever there 
Was one. 

He himself, after dinner, recounted 
some of his adventures during those six- 
teen years. The Excise, as you know, 
corresponds roughly to our Internal 
Revenue Department; a large part of 
Cope’s task was to detect and apprehend 
those who sought to evade the payment 
of excise duties; and in this work he 
adopted disguises with the versatility 
and celerity of a Sherlock Holmes. For 
weeks he has slouched about London 
docks, garbed like a ‘longshoreman, 
dirty, unshaven, mixing with the shady 
characters in the “pubs” until they ac- 
cepted him as one of them and let fall 

KEYSTONE 

The Council Chamber in the official residence of Great Britain's Premier, No. 10 Downing Street, 
London. It was here 

room, too, was signed 

without 
And, while the war 
was still going on in 

all its bitterness and 
tragedy, Cope took 

a step which won 
admiration e v en 
from men who had 

charged him with 

complicity in order- 

success. 

that the articles which created the Irish Free State were signed 

the peace treaty between Great Britain and the United States which marked 

the real birth of our country. 

the British administrative staff in Ire- 
land. And he had served for a time as 
secretary to Sir Edward Carson! When 
Cope was assigned to his new post the 

British policy toward Ireland Was one of 

forcible suppression. I can imagine 
someone saying, “Here’s young Cope— 
he’s devilish clever at catching criminals; 
let’s put him on the job!” 

Labels don’t mean much. Cope’s 
official label was “Joint Under-Secretary 
for Ireland.”” There are, I believe (or 
should I say “were’’?) four Under- 
Secretaries for Ireland, under the British 
Government. Their immediate and 
nominal boss was Sir Hamar Greenwood, 
Chief Secretary for Ireland, who was the 
man who had to answer questions in the 
House of Commons as to how things were 

He was oftener in London 

than in Dublin. The Under-Secretaries 
staved in Dublin. Three of them did 
what they were expected to, and no 
more. Cope was the exception. 

The subordinate who does more than 
he is expected to do always worries the 
boss. It all depends on the 
vanity, or his lack of it, whether such an 
employee is promoted or fired. 

Cope hasn’t been fired, nor has he 
been promoted, up to the time of this 

progressing. 

boss’s 

ing, without proper 
trial, the executions 

of prisoners. 
The scene was 

a private confer- 
ence in England, to 
which Mr. Lloyd 

George had sum. 
moned the civ il ane 

military heads of 
the British admin- 
istration of Ireland. 

Cope was convinced 
that the occasion, 

although he was 
merely an Under- 
Secretary and un- 
invited, required his 
attendance. He 

had learned that the subject of executing 
prisoners on the sentence of the “military 
courts” was to come up; he was con- 
vinced that the status of these courts, 
which were not ordinary courts-martial, 

but set up arbitrarily, was irreconcilable 
with British law and sense of justice; and 
vet he knew that the military authorities 
in Ireland would uphold them and that 
the Chief Secretary, his superior, would 
not protest against them. He weighed 
the consequences to himself, if his pro- 
test should be overruled; and packed a 
bag and departed for London. 

Sir Hamar Greenwood was inclined to 
resent his subordinate’s appearance on 
the scene. The invitation to Cope to 

In thi 

“sit in” at the conference was not forth- 
coming. Cope said nothing, but ex- 
ploded privately. The news of bis 
wrath came to the ears of a Great Person- 
age at a garden party. 

“What's all this I hear about young 
Mr. Cope?” she said, in a quarter where 
it would do the most good. “I’m told 

that he’s threatening to resign if he’s 
not invited to say his say. It seems a 
pity—he appears to be a hard working 
young man!” 

And Cope was invited. When the 
(Continued on page 29) 



“When | 
awake ned fror his 

afte rnoon nap he found 

that his hat had falle , 

his lap and in it he found sixty- 5 

odd cents 

Epirok s Nott I preceding art V 

Waters called attention to the nerease in the 

number of be ggars on our publ streets and re- 

lated some of the iles of the old-time gqrafter, 

In this article he tales up the be ggar of to-day 
j ESC ribing the newest methods for separ 

unwary citizen fron 

N THE various charity bureaus I 
| found the social workers more or less 

committed to the paraphrase that 
some people are born mendicants, some 

achieve mendicancy and some have it 

thrust upon them. The first two propo- 
sitions are obvious enough, for — the 

members of the fraternity are of all sorts 

and conditions of human flotsam and jet- 

sam ranging all the way from first to 
second childhood. The third — propo- 
sition is illustrated by the experience of 
one homeless vouth who fell asleep on the 

steps of the U.S. Sub-Treasury Building 
in Wall Street. When he awakened 

from his afternoon nap he found that his 
hat had fallen into his lap and in it he 
found sixty-odd cents which kind-hearted 
people had dropped there. After he had 

recovered from his stupefaction and 
realized the possibilities he walked around 
to the back steps of the building on Pine 
Street where the experience repeated 

itself. 

I remember reading somewhere that 
just such an experience happened to 
Nicholas Longworth, grandfather of the 

present senator of that name, who fell 

asleep while seated by a roadside and 

whose hat also dropped into his lap and 
who woke up wealthier by two cents 

than he had been before. But whereas 

the incident merely amused the old Cin- 
cinnati millionaire, it made a professional 

mendicant of the drowsy youth of the 
Sub-Treasury steps? He has not worked 
since An official of the Charity Organi 

zation Society afterward strove to direct 
this voung man along the straight and 
narrow path, offering him job after job 
and at last, tired of his evasions, threaten 
ng him with jail if he did not reform 
Result, the official two days later received 
a note from the vouth dated Richmond, 

Virginia, stating that he did not propose 

to give up a good thing after it had been 

literally “Why, thrown into his lap 
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The Modern Mendicant 
III. New Tricks That Easy Money Getters 

Are Using on a Kind-hearted Public 

By Theodore Waters 

Illustrated by Clive Weed 

he wrote, “I make more money than 
vou do, Take a job? Nothing doing.” 

This sleeping mendicant appeal is one 
that is universally practiced. Within 
two weeks of the day on which this 
account is being set down the writer has 

observed on six different 
days a wretched looking 
Italian woman who sits on 
the bottom steps of the 

Subway entrance at Broad- 
way and 32nd _ Street, in 

New York City, with a box of chewing 
gum in her lap, huddled against the wall 
fast asleep. Never is there to be 
seen more than two pennies nestling 
among the chewing gum, mute 
evidence of her total wealth. For 
when any passerby throws in more 
she always wakes up long enough to 
extract the surplus. The psycho- 
logical urge of those lonely two cents 
is compelling indeed. Never would 
it do to admit that she had a cent 
more in the world. Doubtless she 
has a peddlar’s license so that tech- 
nically she is not a mendicant at all, 
but merely a tired side- 
walk merchant, fallen 
asleep in a shady spot. 

Social workers may be 
pardoned a more or less 

humorous cynicism in re- 

gard to the wiles 

of the mendicant. 

They meet new 
ones every day 

and each applicant 

would seem to try 

to outstrip his pre- 
dec essors in the 

ingenuity of his 
appeal. Even my 
Lobbygow’s prop- 

osition turned out to be an old story. 
It had been worked already, only the 
needy one of the co-partnership was 
himself a fairly well-educated fellow who 
carried off much more plausibly the fic- 
tion of having seen better days than ever 
the Lobbygow could have hoped to carry 
it. 

“Our problem is two-fold,” said Mr. 
Roy P. Gates of the Organization Society. 
“We have not only to check up the stories 
of the mendicants and pass them along 

to the other Bureaus, but we have to 
educate the public as well. There are 
110 places in Greater New York to 
which the alms solicitor can be referred 
and there are workers in those establish- 
ments who are only too glad to help the 
honestly unfortunate. Of course the 
lower grade professionals know of these 

places and many of them make it a prac- 
tice to live on them, going to one after 

“The public, however, 

another for a meal or a night's lodging 
or both. The public however seems to 
prefer to contribute alms direct. Is it 
kindheartedness? Partly, but it is also 
due to an inherent love of patronizing. 
You have perhaps noticed it in many 
people?” 

I have. There is. in fact. a German 

seems to prefer to contribute alms direct.” 

story which well .illustrates this almost 
universal impulse. ‘Two young lovers 
once sought the hand of a fraulein whose 

rich father insisted upon deciding which 
of the two should marry her. One day 
one of the lovers was walking with the 
father on the bank of a stream. The old 
man tripped and fell in. The young 
man saved his life. The other lover, who 
was the one most favored by the girl, was 
in despair. How to overcome such a 
handicap was beyond him until the girl 
herself suggested a way out. He also 

walked with the old man along the bank 
of the stream and at a convenient spot 
he managed to trip and fall in. The old 
man saved his life. Needless to say he 
married the girl. The old) man had 
irked under his obligation to his own life 
preserver, but this young man had made 
him his patron and he reveled in it. 

All chronic alms solicitors and many 

ae 



ae 
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frequent borrowers are aware of this very 
human trait and even some salesmen 
have owed their continued success to an 
adroit adaptation of the principle. No 
doubt it played some part in the success 
of our Liberty Loans. Certainly it is 
the animating spirit behind many a pub- 
lic charity movement. But its immediate 
effect as between the man in the street 
and the professional mendicant is to the 
advantage of the latter. 

The problem of the mere sidewalk 
mendicant is a fairly simple one. Given 
the earnest co-operation of the authori- 
ties, he can be banished. It has been 
done. But the greatest difficulty lies in 
the apprehension of the schemer—the 
man or woman who invades your oftice 
and tells a tale of woe that is practically 
puncture proof. Instance the following: 

A well-appearing man walked into the 
offices of the N. Y. Charity Organiza- 
tion Society just before noon on a recent 
Saturday and nervously asked for im- 
mediate assistance in what truly sounded 
like a serious predicament. He and his 
wife had just reached town over the 
Pennsylvania Railroad on their way to 
Montreal. Just before arriving in New 
York the wife had been taken seriously 
ill and a doctor on the tram had advised 
him to stop off in the city and take her 
to a maternity hospital. Of course he 
decided to do so, but whereas he had 
bonds and other securities in lockboxes 
in Montreal, he was without immediate 
funds. He had left his wife in a waiting 

room of the Hotel Pennsylvania. Would 
the Organization officials arrange to 
place her in a maternity hospital at once 
and finance him until the imminent event 
took place? They would. They ar- 
ranged with a hospital for her immediate 
reception and they arranged also for his 
board and lodging in a decent boarding 

But they did not give him any 
That would come later, 

after they had investigated. He went 
off expressing deep gratitude. Later in 
the day the hospital called up and in- 
quired about the woman. She had not 
appeared. Nor did they hear of the pair 
for some weeks and then it was from 
other organizations which had been ap- 
pealed to with the same tale, had made 

hopital = ar- 
rangements 

and had given 
the man ready 
money. 

Sometime 
later the 

house. 

ready money. 

“She bore out 

her story by 
showing what 
she had al- 
ready  collect- 

ed.” 

Society received a telephone call from a 
co-operating institution concerning a 

lady in distress who was in immediate 
need of a hospital. Could they make the 
necessary provision? The other insti- 
tution was told to send the woman over. 
She came and told the same story of 
coming in over the Pennsylvania Road on 
the way to Montreal, of the doctor on the 
train and of her husband being out even 
then looking for immediate cash. They 
asked her if she could reach her husband 
anywhere by phone. She could and did. 
He was reluctant about putting in an, 
appearance, but he did so after some 
threatening possibilities re his wife were 

brought to his attention. In fact the 
lady herself attended to that. He was 
the fellow who had been there some weeks 
previously, but he had neglected to tell 
his wife about it. He agreed to take 
full blame if his wife was allowed to go 
and he is now serving a sentence on 
Blackwell’s Island. 

But what of the lady’s impending ap- 
pearance, so to speak? One of the 
matrons solved that problem and she is 
the possessor of a fine sofa pillow with 
presumably the fictitious child’s name 
embroidered upon it. 

This couple was known to collect be- 
tween six and seven hundred dollars in 
the short time they operated around 
New York City, but it is estimated that 
their takings were over a thousand dol- 

lars, for a complete report of their 
operations was not obtainable. 

‘i It is the slick swindler such as 
these who is the hardest to check up. 
The sidewalk whiner is compara- 
tively harmless, for the hurrying 

a poor little 

who has lost 

her money and 

her ticket. 

roman 

public need not stop long enough to be 

impressed, particularly in the winter 

time when buttoned up overcoats make 
it convenient to get at one’s cash pocket, 

but the man or woman who comes to your 
office or doorstep with a well-developed 

yarn having a substratum of implied re- 
spectability to give it the ring of truth, 
is much the greater menace to 

Everybody likes to help the man or 
woman of clean antecedents who is teme 
porarily up against it. The faker knows 
this and plays his part accordingly. It 
is a known fact that the publie will give 
more quickly to a well-dressed stranger 
with a good story to tell than to a ragged 

bum who has obviously fallen to the 
dregs. But whether the faker is of the 
upper or the lower strata he nearlv always 
invents the story that most nearly fits 
his evident personality. His act 

viously must be in accord with his stage 
setting. The legless crawler could never 

hope to get away with a seedy-gentleman 
story. On the other hand the well 
dressed youth of much pulchritude could 
hardly hope to convince the chance 
passerby that he is in immediate danger 
of starving to death. His plea is always 
in keeping with his appearance. In 
stance: 

A man in his early thirties entered a 

train which was about to pull out of a 

Chicago station for New York recently, 
Approaching two well-dressed men who 
occupied seats together he leaned 

one of them and hurriedly scrutinized a 
button in the man’s lapel, sighed deeply 
and exclaimed 

“Oh, hang it, just my luck. 
C% neluded on 

society. 

ob- 

over 

TL thought 
(y) page 
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this article may make a detour and vu 

THE OPEN ROAD TO 
New Facts about the All-year-round Automobile Route from Coast to Coast 

utomolile tourist who tries the route described by Mr. Dickinson 

sit what many regard as the 

By L. A. DICKINSON 

most charming city in the South 

old oaks shou n above form one of its 

SUNSHINE 

Manager, Touring and Transportation Bureau, American Automobile Association 

Charleston. S. ¢ The 

many remarkable veauty spo 

Seed 

O THE trained observer 
season has been a remarkable one 

for the motor tourist. 

it broken all records for sheer volume of 
traffic, but the amount of 

nental travel by motor car has attaines 
a magnitud 

transconti 

Not only has 
f 

} j l 

le which far surpasses even the 

wildest dreams of the prewar period. 

The more popular routes, such as the Lin- 
coln Highway, the National 

Old Trails Road and the Ye be 

lowstone Trail, witnessed a 

practically uninterrupted 

stream of traffic from early 
Spring well into the Fall, and 

it cannot be denied that the 

motor car is rapidly supplant- 
ing the railroads as a means of 

“seeing America” to the best 

possible advantage. 

In spite ol the greatly in- 

creased popularity of this new 

method of coast-to-coast 

travel, however, there still re- 

mains a vast amount of mis- 

information relative to the 

road and climatic conditions 

incident to tours of this na- 

ture. The fears of some 

timid souls that the great 

Southwest is teeming with 

rattlesnakes and bandits is no 

more ridiculous than the be 

hef which seems to preva | 

other quarters that it is pos 

sible to travel over the Lincoln Highway railroa } 1s or else select a route which will 
in January just because there happens to eliminate entirely the hazard of the fear- 
be little or no snow in the vicinity of New 

York. Such persons are either chronic 
optimists or else woefully ignorant of the 

some Kansas blizzard. 

Fortunately such a route exists, and 
while it is far from ideal as regards the 

Western climate, and until some one in- condition of many of its road surfaces, 
vents auxiliary runners or other devices yet it can actually be negotiated even in 
for surmounting ten-foot snowdrifts, it mid-winter provided those who attempt 

would be better for them to stick to the it are not foolish enough to try to drive 

stern end of the transcontinental route that leads throu i 

ceniec wonders de light the trareler One of then 

over unimproved dirt roads 
in wet weather or immedi- 
ately after heavy rains. Any 

one contemplating such a trip 
at this season of the year 
must bear in mind at the out- 
set that the road conditions 

prevailing in the Southern 
and Western States are at 

best distinctly inferior to 
those which they have been 
used to in the East. In the 
more remote sections of the 

country even the so-called 
“improved” roads are far be- 
low the standard prevailing 
in the populous and relatively 
wealthy States along the 
North Atlantic Seaboard, 

while the dirt or clay roads, 
which are unfortunately all 
too numerous, usually become 

impassable quagmires after 
even a few minutes of heavy 
downpour. Under such con- 
ditions motoring is impossi- 
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ble, and the wise driver will always 
be prepared to stop over two or 
three days if necessary so as to 

give the roads a chance to dry out 
thoroughly and thus avoid the 
probability of grave discomfort. 

The certainty of more or less 
snow in the North Central States 
makes it imperative to start south- 
ward at the very outset, and the 
route which nearly everyone will 
follow is the same as that used by 
most of the tourists bound for 
Florida—namely, the Lincoln 
Highway to Philadelphia; thence 
to Washington, and from that 
point to Atlanta along a section of 
the Bankhead Highway. Al- 

though there are two possible 
routes between Philadelphia and 
Baltimore, the only one which is in 
good condition all the way is that 
which leaves Philadelphia ria 
Chestnut Street and Baltimore 
Avenue, and then passes in suc- 
cession through Media, Kennett 
Square, Oxford, Rising Sun and 
Conowingo, connecting with the 
route first mentioned at Belair. 
This route is now in excellent con 
dition along its entire length, be- 
ing constructed largely of con- 
crete, and is a monument to the 
co-operative efforts of the State Highway 

Departments of both Pennsylvania and 
Maryland. Between Baltimore and Wash- 

hard- ington also there is an excellent 
surfaced boulevard all the way. 

Washington marks the southern ter- 
minus of the region of modern pavements 
because beyond this point the conditions 
are subject to more or less variation due 
to changing weather. To be sure, the 
tourist will often be agreeably surprised 
by stretches of modern concrete and mac- 
adam, often many miles in extent, but 
for the most part the improvement in 
roads through the South Atlantic States 
consists of gravel and sand clay. The 
actual condition of roads of these types 
is dependent partly on the weather, but 
mainly it is due to the amount of work 
expended in their upkeep. Gravel or 
sand clay roads at their best compare very 
favorably with macadam or other types 
of hard surfaces, but 

In the famous “Vieux Carre” 
Those to whom vivid local color. s ple ndid hospitality and sunshine 

to prolong their stay in the “Old Creole ¢ ) 
appeal 

) " 
u ill do well 

as long as possible 
f 

tourists more difficulty than all the other 
stretches put together, but this has now 
been all concreted. 

Bevond Petersburg the route swings 

gradually to the westward, the road sur- 
face being mostly good sand clay and 
gravel, although there are some rough dirt 
stretches which might cause trouble in 
wet weather. This section of Virginia is 
distinguished by its lack of good hotels. 
For this reason the wise motorist will 
make an early start from Richmond and 
try to make the run of 175 miles to Dur- 
ham, N. C., in one day if possible. 

Leaving Durham, an easy day’s run of 
156 miles takes the tourist to Charlotte, 
passing in succession through Greensboro, 
Lexington and Salisbury. 

The next logical stopping point after 
Charlotte is Anderson, 150 miles to the 
southwest. Here, too, the roads are 
mostly good macadam and sand clay, al- 

the old quarter) of New Orleans 

though there are also several 
stretches of clay which are often 
quite rough and in wet weather 
very slippery. 

From six to seven hours of eas\ 
motoring over a fairly good sand 
clay roads now bring the tourist 
via Hartwell, Athens and Winder 
to Atlanta. No matter how anx 

ious the tourist may be to con 
tinue on his way to New Orleans, 
he should not fail to tarry in At- 
lanta long enough to pay a visit 
to the marvelous Confederate 
memorial, carved in gigantic size 
from the living rock on the pre- 
cipitous side of Stone Mountain, 
just outside the city. 

An early start should be made 
when leaving Atlanta, because the 
tourist has before him a rather 
long and tedious run of 180 miles 
to Montgomery over roads which 

are only fair at best and in wet 
weather are usually very difficult 
to negotiate. I Montgomery has 
several excellent hotels and malh- 

tains a bureau of information for 

the benefit of visiting tourists. It 

would perhaps be well for the 
ty’ motorist to make rather careful 

inquiries at this point 
there are at least two main routes 

available for reaching Mobile. one vid 

Andalusia and the other passing through 
Selma. At present writing the former 
appears to have the preference, but in 

either case there are long stretches of 

rough and unimproved dirt roads which 

are never really good and in wet weather 
they are utterly hopeless. 

From Mobile straight through to Los 
Angeles the route which is usually fol 

lowed coincides almost exactly with that 
of the Old Spanish Trail except beyond 
El Paso, where the tourist has the option 
of striking north into the National Old 
Trails Road in case the weather is pro- 
pitious and he desires to visit en route 

that mecca of all tourists in the South- 

west, the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. 

Southernmost of all the transcontinental 
highways, the old Spanish Trail is aptly 
named because it traverses throughout its 

entire length a region which is peculiarly 
redolent of old Span- 

ish traditions. The 

bet ause 

if they are not prop- 
erly maintained they 
invariably become 
rutted and in wet 
weather are often 

very muddy. 
Fortunately the 

route which will be 
followed by trans- 
continental tourists 
at this time of year 
coincides with the 
main route to Flor- 

ida, at least as far as 
Athens, Ga... and 

this particular road 
happens this vear to 
be in better condi- 

tion than ever be- 

fore. The notorious 7 

Chopawampsic 

Swamp section, 
forty-two miles 

south of Washing- 
ton, used to cause 

ade a 

PHOTOS UNDERWOOD 

"| tangled and discon- 
nected trails of the 
early explorers from 
Spain 
recrossed the ( Nd 

Spanish Trail of to- 
day, many portions 

of the present high 

way coinciding wit! 
those of ancient 
days and also the 
trails of the Indians 

through the 

crossed and 

back 

ages. 
Previous to the 

World War the Old 

Spanish Trail was 

little more than a 

name, but thanks to 

the unremitting el 
ee | 

forts of a small but 

A characteristic glimpse of life in New Orleans 
they are admirably adapted to their task of carrying heavy cargoes up and down the Mississippi 

River, which is, in certain spots, quite shallow. 

These old craft are not built for speed; buf devoted group « fen 

(¢ onclu ed on 

page 
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MOTOR DEPARTMENT 
EW YORK has 

alwavs been the 

4 scene each year 
of the first of the big 

national automobile 

shows. This exhi- 

bition is invariably 

looked upon as the 

initial opportunity for 
manufacturers to show their 

prospective dealers and cus 

tomers for the forthcoming 

vear what models, sty les and 

prices are to be at their dis- 

posal. It is a climax of all 

the rumors of radical design, 

slashed prices and equipment. 
innovations which generally 
mark—and mar—the auto- 

motive business during the 

preceding fall. 
This vear has been no ex- 

ception to the rule, but in 
many respects the car exhibi- 

tion to be held in New York 

from January 9th to Mth is 
different from any of its pre- 
decessors. Unusual interest 
attaches to it because it is to 

be the first exhibition follow- 

g the recent vear’s marked 

reducti 

bring car costs almest to the 

pre-war level; if is the first KADEL & 

exhibition devoted « ntirels to 

post-war models—the three during 
because of 

ions in price which now 

preceding shows having dis- 

plaved various cars still em- “7 Us 
ploving wartime materials or = 47 a") 
manufactured under the 
handicap of conditions of 
labor prevailing during the European 
conflict. 

The one outstanding fact of the new 
motor car era is of vital interest to all 
of us—good cars can be bought cheaper to- 

day than ever before! This does not mean 
necessarily that all cars have reached the 
level of prices attained during the year 
or two preceding our entry into the war, 

for such is not the case. Cars may be 
from ten to twenty percent higher, but 
they are from fifty to one hundred per- 
cent better, and this improvement in 
quality is directly attributable to the 

g the war, conse- lessons learned durit 

quently, much as we dislike the war story 
to-day, the marked improvements in en- 

gineering design, mechanical construction 

and riding comfort cannot be mentioned 

without referring to the experiences of 

the designers and manufacturers who a 

few vears ago were producing solely for 

the scene of conflict. 

In some respects conditions attendant 

on this vear’s show are different from 

those anticipate 1, It was exper ted that 

a wave of automobile buying would 

» the countrv which would result in 

enormous production schedules on the 

part of the low- and medium-priced car 

manufacturers which, in_ itself, would 

SW Ct 

make for low cost of output; 1t was pre- 

dicted that the large quantities of gaso 
] ne re ke ased from war uses would reduce 

its price and raise the quality so that 

Re ade rs de siring in 

routes, can obtain it by writing to the Motor Department, Lesute’s WEEKLY, 

6) “4 WV. j 3d Street, New Y rhe. 

1922’s PROMISE TO THE MOTORISTS 

Conducted by H. W. SLAUSON, M.E. 

formation about motorcars, trucks, accessories or touring 

heat and the most deli- 

cate vaporizing devices 
in order to obtain even 

a fraction of the hoped- 
for efficiency from his 

We are glad to answer inquiries free of charge. sal 

These conditions 

have not been lost sight 

of by designers. They 

} a pe riod of 20 days In nine cases out o 
} 

ignorance or carelessness 

) If there is an inte rruption in your gasoline 

HERBERT 

] 

fq en their ou 

is Up} 

present-day motors would not find the 
erstwhile difficulty in digesting the cold- 

weather fuels. The opposite has hap- 

pened, however, and the motorist of to- 
day must pay more for gasoline of a 
quality that requires the application of 

»port, the rubber tube attached to the carburetor,—and a 

DO YOU KNOW: 
1 What is a cushion truck tire? 

2, Under what conditions shoul 
nder oil be used? 

Answers to these questions will be 

next issue of the Motor Department 

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN 
THE LAST MOTOR 
DEPARTMENT 

l Whata pring shackles? 

his is a form of spring support developed by the 

I nal tor Company which serves t 

suspend the ends of the springs in beds of flexible 

rubber. In this manner the metal-to-metal con- 
nection between springs and frame is entirely 

squeaks are avoided, spring shackle 

tior nder ecessary and consider 
sil to tl act f the 

Ho h } t urr 
mage yar 

I will nd, of course, upon the temper 
re MK air. In order to keep the water 

he engit freezing it is only necessary t 
se the heat under the hood to a temper 

, 32 degree I ay be done by means of 
- the heaters especially devised or by means 

ge gas-filled bulb. Heaters wil 
two to four hundred watts an | 

e smalles ght that will serve effectivel 

100 watt capacity Therefore, if we assume 

gi we Ww 

yw or five kilowa 

If we assun 
kilowat we find t 
forty to fif cent 

ents pe Z 

—e . 

i resulted in new models of old 
cars and in brand new car°rs, 

the power plants of which are 

marvels of efficiency, flexi- 
bility and low operating cost. 
High powered sixes, capable of 
obtaining eighteen to twenty 
miles on a gallon, eights deliv- 
ering sixteen and seventeen, 

and fours,twenty and twenty- 
five miles are the results of 
this intensive’ investigation 

and of accurate manufactur- 
ing methods. These results 
have been obtained by a 

variety of methods, but 
chiefly through the proper 
application of heat to the in- 
coming charge, the elimina- 
tion of long manifolds with 
sharp turns which trap the 
unvaporized atoms, and the 

use of valve arrangements 

which give what is known as 

the highest “volumetric effi- 
Recently more than 350 automobiles were reported stolen in New York City ciency,” or ratio of effective 

a ners lost them charge to cylinder capacity. 
This picture may give you a valuabl. 

line, don't feel that your 

stolen A half-gal on can, with a rubber tube , may he slung on 

Thus, Ww hereas cars of a few 

years ago were content to 

obtain one horse power from 
every five or six cubic inches 
of piston displacement (or 

volume of the engine) some of the motors 

of to-day will deliver one horse power for 
every two-and-a-half, three or four cubic 
inches of piston displacement. Again 
some years ago, a horse power was con- 

sidered to be effectively applied if it 

served to propel seventy or eighty pounds 
of car weight; to-day that same horse 
power will be concentrated in some in- 
stances on from forty-five to fifty-five 

pounds of car weight. This feature of 

design is not only due to the improved 
manufacture of engines, but to the dis- 

covery of alloy steels and the use of high- 
grade forgings which permit of much !ess 
structural weight in the car itself. Thus 
the use of molybdenum, chrome, nickel, 
vanadium and other alloys has supple- 
mented the employment of eight cylin- 
ders in a line, overhead valves, overhead 
cam shafts, quick valve openings, large 
valves and other features of airplane 
design which have been applied to the 
power plant of the modern automobile. 
In fact, many of these alloys and radical 
types of construction were first tried out 

and found successful in the Liberty motor 
and other aviation engines which were 
ready for the front at the time that the 

Armistice was declared. 
If we forget powerplants, engine effi- 

ciencies, performance and the like, and 
look only at the exterior of cars them- 
selves, we find an almost universal trend 

(Concluded on page 3) 
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What do you think of Prohibition? 
A WIFE’S SENTIMENTS 

To the Editor of Lesure’s WEEKLY: 
I once had a husband who was a drunkard. 

It is, then, needless to tell you what my opin- 
ion of prohibition 1s. So far as I can see, the 

law is being fairly well enforced in my town; 
but. if vou believe the stories the “wets” tell, 
you wouldn't agree with me. One thing I am 

certain of, though: In my neighborhood (not a 

wealthy one) drinking has greatly decreased 

since the law came into effect, and many a 
friend of mine has a bank account to-day who 
wouldn’t own a penny if booze were still easy 

to get. 

I don’t believe in beer and light wines. I 

believe in eliminating drink altogether from our 

national life. If we do so, we will be a thou- 

sand times better off. 
J. H. Hf. 

Cleveland, O. 

SEES RESPECT FOR LAW WEAKENED 

Editor, Lesuie’s WEEKLY: 
One item in your questionnaire on national 

prohibition touches on a phase of the subject 
about which I feel very strongly. First of all, 
I believe in complete, real national prohibition. 
But while there is a national prohibition law in 
our Constitution and on our statute books, it 

is a dead letter in many localities, This fact is 
what alarms me. Think of an amendment 
to the Constitution—the vital, fundamental 
law of our land—being a dead letter. This 
condition is bad enough, but it has fostered 
another condition which is worse. Nowadays 
many persons who formerly were law-abiding 
citizens and to whom the law, especially the 
Federal law, was a sacred, inviolable mandate, 
have developed a startling spirit of defiance of 
law, not only the prohibition law, but other 
laws. These people started with a feeling of 
rebellion against the prohibition law, feeling 
that it was an invasion of their freedom and 
their rights. This resistant state of mind 
easily directed itself against other laws until 
many people now have a sadly weakened rev- 
erence for the entire regulative purpose of laws. 
They have come to regard lightly the breaking 
of laws in general, and if this sentiment should 
become at all general in this country there is 
no telling where it would lead us. In heaven's 
name, let us obey all our laws or let us repeal 
them. However, I am not in favor of repeal- 
ing the prohibition law. Let it be enforced, no 
matter what it costs. 

J. B. E. S. 
Denver, Col. 

THE SACRED LAW 

To the Editor of Lesur’s WEEKLY: 

It strikes me that your questionnaire on 
Prohibition is close to sacrilege. Since prohi- 
bition is a part of the Constitution a good 

American should resent being asked what he 
thinks of it. Of course he approves it, as he 
does representative government and religious 
freedom, trial by jury, and all the other fun- 
damental institutions incorporated in the or- 
ganic law of the land. 

I'll have to admit that prohibition seems 
honored more in the breach than in the ob- 
servance. But this is simply a sign of the 
gross degeneracy of the times which are marked 
also by crimes of violence without number, 
short skirts and cigarettes for woman, divorce 
scandals and bolshevism. It isn’t that pro- 
hibition is to be deplored, but spirit of licen- 
tiousness and anarchy that holds no law 
sacred. 

You ask me about the habits of my friends 
and the profits of bootleggers. Please be ad- 
vised that I do not consort with those who 
violate the Constitution either as buyers or 
sellers of liquor, For the same reason I do not 

ROHIBITION is a great national 
problem. Like every great national 

problem it demands the sunlight and 
fresh air of public discussion. Lerstre’s 
WEEKLY seeks the indiv idual, views of its 

readers all over the country. After con- 
sidering the phases of prohibition sug- 
gested by the following questions, please 
write us a letter embodying your con- 

clusions: 

(1) Are you in sympathy with National Pro- 
hibition? 

2) So far as you can observe, is Prohibition 
being successfully enforced in your con 
munity? 

(3) In your neighborhood, among your per 
sonal acquaintances has drinking increased 
or decreased? 

Do you believe that 
making large sums of money in your com- 
munity? a 

(5) Do you personally know people who did 
not drink liquor, before Prohibition, who 
do so now? 

(6) Have you personal knowledge of young men 
and girls who, before Prohibition, did not 
drink liquor and are now doing so in public 
places? 

(7) Is the practice of carrying liquor “on the 
hip” increasing or decreasing in your neigh- 
borhood? 

(8) Do you believe that allowing people to 

drink beer and light wines would, to any 
extent, reduce the amount of “hard”’ liquor 
consumed? 

“bhootleggers’” are - 

(9) In your opinion, does the present situation 
dangerously threaten our institutions by 
breeding disrespect for law? 

(10) Do you favor stricter Prohibition enforce- 
ment laws or a modification of the present 
aws? 

We want short, “meaty” letters. Your 
name and address will be considered con- 
fidential, if you so desire. Address your 
letter to the QUESTIONNAIRE EpiToR, 
Lesuiz’s WEEKLY, 627 West 43d Street, 
New York City. 

know people who have begun drinking since 
prohibition or about the derelictions of young 
men and girls. 

As for light wines and beers, it strikes me 
they clearly come within the category of in- 
toxicating liquors specified in the Constitution, 
and should therefore remain forbidden. The 
law is good enough as it is, but let everyone 
obey it! 

AMERICANUS SUM. 
Cincinnati, O. 

A REPRESSIVE MEASURE 

To the Editor of Lesuie’s WEEKLY: 
Prohibition, like all repressive measures im- 

posed upon human inclinations, will be an- 
swered ultimately in the negative. Steam has 
no force unless suppressed. Natural per- 
versity in a man, as in a child, makes him desire 
whatever he is denied. It may even be argued 
that this spirit of perversity, working in the 
American people—the first to win to freedom 
and independence—is what accounts for their 
consuming present-day love of prohibitions of 
well-nigh every nature. If we may imagine a 
day when the designs of our zealous reformers 
are consummated and the public put firmly 
under lock and key, then another reaction will 
probably set in, the slaves of middle-class 
morality will revolt, and Americans will cele- 
brate a second day of independence. License, 
such as followed when the Reformation in 
England after the Roundheads or Puritans 
had been awhile in control, will be the order 
here, until such time as men tire or sicken of 
that—and so they will repeat the merry round. 
Temperance, meanwhile, stands helpless be- 
tween the contending parties, like the usual 
peacemaker, the victim of both extremes. 

W. J. Duncan, 
New York City. 

HE BELIEVES IN PROHIBITION 

To the Editor of Lesuir’s WEEKLY: 

Although I am of the opinion that ‘‘ National 
Prohibition” Was passed by Congress before 

the general public was ready for it, | am in full 
sympathy with it. Prohibition seems to be a 
popular topic Next to the weather all the 

bromides have something to say about booze 

and bootlegging. Some have paid a high price 
and have seen a little liquor, but the amount of 
evidence of drinking compared to the number 
of stories told about it is small Personally I 

do not know of any one who has taken to 

drinking since prohibition, but I know at least 
five who have put it entirely out of their 
minds. 

I believe that allowing light wines and beers 
would only serve as a vehicle for the distribu- 

tion of much “hard” liquor, and that it would 
lower the standard of health and morality, as 
it probably would be very freely consumed 
and a great deal of money would again be 
concentrated in non-constructive business 
I think it is perfectly proper for any one to 
make light wine and beer at home if he finds 
he craves them. In time this practice will be 
given a moral status. Time will determine 
that. 

Very truly yours, 
Epw. C. SiBiey. 

Philadelphia, 
December 15, 1921. 

WHAT ONE “DRY” THINKS 

To the Editor of Lesute’s WEEKLY: 

Good for you, Li SLIT *s! 

answer to your questions. 

Iam in sympathy with national prohibition. 
The vast majority of the good people of Amer- 

ica are too. Here in Georgia prohibition is 
not being enforced as it should be; still not 
nearly so many are drinking hard liquor as in 
former years. Of course there are bootleggers 

here. It was inevitable that these pests should 
come; but the day is surely coming, within a 
few years, when the country will be “dry” 
from Maine to California. 

I honestly believe that my State has been 
benefited by prohibition. This, despite the 
fact that there are many who are violating the 
law, and, no doubt, some who have learned 
how to drink since the arrival of the Volstead 
Act. 

I hope you get a strong, enthusiastic re- 
sponse to your questionnaire. If so, you will 
discover that America does not want “booze.” 

Be 8. G 

Here goes for my 

Atlanta, Ga. 

URGES CHANGE OF LAW 

Editor, Lesute’s WEEKLY 

My national 
summed up as follows 

If “national prohibition” could be all that 
the name implies, without doubt it would be a 
wonderful thing. 

So far as I can observe, it is being anything 
but successfully enforced in our community. 
All you need is the price. 

My personal belief is that drinking has in- 
creased instead of decreased sin e July 1, 1919, 

Either stricter prohibition or a modification 
of the present laws would be much better than 
the present situation. 

“Bootleggers” are coining money. 
bition has made many a ric 

It is only human nature to want the things 
we cannot have; 
cared little for liquor are brewing their own 
stuff now. 

views on prohibition ire 

Proh - 

| 
none. 

that is why so many who 

E. W. 
Kansas City, Mo. 
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HERE AND THERE WITH THE CAMERA MAN 

KEYSTONE 
It would be intere sting to 

lnow what the average whale 
thinks when he suddenly en- 
‘ounters a craft like this one 

in the vicinity of England. 
It is the K-6, Great Britain's 

latest submersible. 

NDER WOOD UNDER 

“Wild Bill” Hart has 

been tamed at last. Here 

he is shown with his tamer, 
who was, until the other day, 
Winifred Westover, but who 

is now Mrs. William 8. Hart. 

KEYSTONE 

No, you are wrong This isn't hat 

you think it is. It is, instead. the en- 

larged impression of the right hand 
President Harding, 

who rece ntly pern itted himself t 

middle finger 

Singer- printed, 

Here's the latest in fog-vang 

Ti is bering trie 1 out in Lon lon nou 

Its inventors claim that a large num- 

her like tf used sin ultaneously all 

wer the k ng ish n fropolis on the 

yrayest day will make the air like 

that found in California The ap- 

paratus generates ¢ ler tricity. Note 

the glass plates in tde the cabinet 

KEYSTONE 

—_ 
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SNAPSHOTS WORTH 

MORE THAN A GLANCE 

LOWER PHOTO WIDE WORLD UPPER HARRIS & EWING 

Unele Sam now has an airship that uses helium. It is the “C-7 Here 

it is taking a little journey around the Washington Monument. Helium 

won't explode. Which fact explains why the officer shown in the inset 

can smoke with impunity. 

Lloyd George and 

Woodrou Wilson? 

No! They are the i 
Rev. James L. Gordon sf 

(right) and Ralph ¢ ; 

Faulkner, both San Fran- 
ciscans, UNDERWOOD 

‘ KEYSTONE 

Jimmy Murphy, winner of the 250-mile International 

Sweepstake s auto race at San Francisco His averag 

speed was 110.6 miles an hour 

When an engineer serves faithfully for many years. the 
Canadian Pacific Railway names his engine after h 
These two “Jack Hartneys” hare worked togethe 

amicably for a long time 
© KEYSTONE 



AS WE 
By ARTHUR H. FOLWELL 

THE HAZY COURTSHIP 

RINCESS MARY and Viscount 

Lascelles met during the war when 
he came home on leave, but neither 

of them can recall the exact place or time. 
London Goss p- 

Do you remember, dear, when first we 
met? 

The time your glorious eyes just pierced me 
through and through. 

Do you recall that radiant moment, pet? 
I don’t. Do you? 

Can you bring back, in memory’s fond 
embrace, 

That thrill of conscious love, that first glad 
visitant? 

Can you recall, dear maid, the time and 
place? 

I swear I cant. 

’Tis all so wondrous new, our hearts still 
beat 

With that soft, dove-like flutter, sweet be- 
yond compare. 

We both were down at some one’s coun- 
try seat, 

I can’t think where. 

’Twas at the Duke of No, it wasn’t 
he. 

The moon was out, I know, and we went 
forth and met it. 

And yet ’twas at a luncheon, seems to 
me 

Oh, let’s forget it! 

OUT OF THE MOUTHS OF BABES 

f Porn over “Humphrey's Manual 
for the Administration of Medicine” 

if this be advertisement. no bill will be ren- 

dered—we grew keen for an experiment 
which has never been tried. 

Some of the sy mptoms for which reme- 

dies are offered, although associated in the 

Manual with juvenile ailments exclu 

sively, are ailments by no means confined 
to children. Adults, also, have them. 

For example, “fretfulness and worrying.” 
Nobody outgrows these, vet nobody 

thinks of taking pills for them, as he 
might for a sick headache. But if the 

young may be cured of fretfulness and 
worry by means of a small dose of Specific 
No. 3, a large dose of 

LESLIE’S ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY 

Cut out the League of Nations and all that 
Ra 

heavy stuff 

pathic bottle of pellets—two bottles in 

obstinate cases, like the pending fore- 

closure of a mortgage, or an overdue sewer 
assessment—would work marvelous _re- 
sults in the case of a man between forty 
and forty-five. 

There are great domestic possibilities 

in the treatment of fretfulness. The 

sugary nature of the pellets makes it a 
simple matter to dissolve a whole bottle 

of them in a cup of tea or coffee. Thus, 
a man may “treat” his wife without her 
knowledge, changing her from a malcon- 
tent to a placid philosopher. 

“T don’t know what’s the matter with 
me,” says the wife, after a few days’ un- 
conscious dosing. “Yesterday I felt as 
though I simply could not live without. a 
new fur coat, and to-day I feel that I 
can easily make my old rags do for an- 
other vear without the slightest trouble. 
I don’t know what’s come over me.” 

You perceive, do vou not, the infinite 
fascination of the idea? Our most trying 

WERE SAYING 
Nature Studies by W. E. HILL 

ailments we have presumed to be incur- 
able because we have not sought cures 
for them under the head of “diseases of 
infants and children.” Men are but chil- 

dren of a larger growth; all they need is a 
larger dose. 

. * 

i iain have been instances on record 
where a promising invention has been 

bought and “scrapped” by the purchaser 
because it threatened injury, if not ruin, 
to the latter’s business. Congress, to pro- 

tect itself, should club together to buy 
and “scrap” the newly perfected voice 
amplifier. Once the nation hears, with 
its own ears, the kind of stuff which Con- 
gress feeds daily into the Congressional 
Record, there will be a housecleaning in 

Washington which will make Hercules at 
work in the Augean stables seem like a 
feather duster in a china closet. Con- 
gress can’t say we haven't warned it. 

THE IDEAL NEWSPAPER 

NEWSPAPER | publisher, 
| 4 to please his readers, asked for sug- 

wishing 

gestions. 

“How can I make mine the ideal news- 
paper?” he inquired. 

“Cut out the crimes, the murders, the 
sensational divorce case reports,” said 
the nice people. 

“Cut out the accidents, the railway and 
steamship disasters,” said the people who 
“couldn't bear” to read such things. 

“Cut out the polities,” said the old- 

fashioned woman, “I don’t understand it, 
and haven't time for it.” 

“Cut out the League of Nations and 
all that heavy stuff,” vawned the flap- 
pers of both sexes. ‘‘What’s it all about, 

anyway?” 
“Cut out the so-called funny pictures,” 

said the careful mother. “Such pictures 
aren't funny, and they’re bad, very bad, 
for children.” 

“Cut out the ponderous editorials,” 

snapped the man who merely scans the 
headlines. “Nobody reads em nowadays.” 

“Cut out the woman’s page,” said the 
female with the strong mind. “at's 

mushy, trashy, trivial: 

—s an insult to our sex.” No. 3, taken by an 

adult at bedtime, might [ 

have the most miracu- 
lous effec ts. } 

You or I might re- 

tire for the night 

fretting and wor- 

ried S1¢ k ove! 

where the money 

to pay our income 

tax was to come 

from. \ small fo 4) 4 

vial of pellets emp- i. . 

tied and dissolved 

on the tongue, and 
next morning Lo, 

the worry is all gone! 
If four pellets, three 

times a day, will cure 

a child of from three to 
four years of its wor- 
ries, it seems fair to as- 

sume that one homeo- 

“To-day I feel that I can easily 

make my old rags do for another 

year without the slightest trouble.” the 

| “Cut out sports and 
theaters,” said the in 

tellectual. “Both are 
bad influences, and both 

have received altogeth- 

er too much notice.” 

“Cut out wa 

gan another and _ still 
another, but the pub- 
lisher beat them to it. 

“Stop, all of you,” he 

cried. ‘“‘On second 

thought, I have decided 

to cut out myself. It 
is no use trying to pub- 
lish the ideal newspa- 
per until I come across 
the ideal reader.” 

Saying which, he shut 
up shop and went into 

wholesale — saxo- 
phone business for rest. 

— 

ate 
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© fox bedi z } OU can’t have too much light for night 
driving—provided it’s in the right place 

, VERY automobile owner knows, that, in night driving with ordinary lenses, he 
frequently must choose between blinding the other fellow with his light rays and 

dimming his own headlights to the point where he can’t see the road. With the Bausch 
& Lomb Headlight Lens the driver obtains a uniform light 50 feet wide at 100 feet, 
but low enough to allow the on-coming motorist to drive in safety. It gives you more 
light where you need it. 

The problem of illumination for automobiles has been a matter of concern for years. 
Bausch & Lomb recognized it as an optical problem and solved it by the application of 
optical principles. You can’t have too much light for safety in night driving, provided 
it is in the right place. 

The Bausch & Lomb Headlight Lens 

What it does— 

Gives an absolutely 50 feet wide at 100 fee Keeps the rays below 

uniform light — real —objects visible up to eye level—held there by 
illumination 500 feet optical laws 

\\\\\XK KLE IT} 
\VAXAYAXAK AS / 
LY YY YY AY Y// The single unbroken 
AYAYXYAXAYY // The two rows of cyl- vertical prism, with 

AAA AERA ARS inder systems spreaa base down, throws 
; ; the rayslaterallyand the light downon the 

How it doesit light the road from road and keeps it 
ditch to ditch—with below eye level—no 
no dark spots. danger from glare to 

pedestriansordrivers, 

$5.00 a pair for diameter 8 inches to 914 inches. st 
What it costs— 

$6.90 a pair for diameter 914 inches to 11 inches. a 

7 You owe it to yourself, to your passengers, to your fellow 
motorists, to use a safe lens. That does not mean a lens that pro- / USE 
tects the other fellow at your expense, but a lens that protects him THIS 
while it gives you all the light you need. y, COUPON 

The Bausch & Lomb Headlight Lens - ope 
complies with every state headlight law. Fs — ne — B 

411 Se. Paul Street Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. 4 S828". 
411 St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y. Pisase. end se, prepaid, 2 

New York Washington Chicago San Francisco London pair ot Bausch & Lomb Head 
: ‘ light Lenses, size 

Makers of Microscopes, Balopticons, Photographic Fie pa prea ae check tor 
Lenses, ‘Binoculars, Ophthalmic Lenses, Military ws agony pales ily 

Instruments, Searchlight Mirrors and Other _< ee : 
High-Grade Optical Products. 

A Name____ acer 
Try your dealer. If he can’t supply you, fill out the attached 

coupon and mail it with yourcheck. We willship the lenses prepaid. 7 Siteet and No. Pied 
If you want more details, just write ‘‘Information’’ across the 

coupon and mail it. a 
/ City and State ee 
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Stars of Popular Music 

Play the Conn 
What greater proof of superiority 
than the fact that these artists and 
their orchestras all use Conn in- 
struments? Yet these are only a 
few of those who, personally and 
through phonograph records, are 

TED Lewis thrilling millions with the brilliant 
beaury of their music. 

You, too, can win popularity, 
double your income, plaving whole 
or part time in band or orchestra. 
Take a tip from the world's great- 
est artists; playa Conn. Exclusive 
processes make them, 
easiest of allto 
master. 

Free Trial; Easy 
Payments 

PAUL WHITEMAN 

All exclusive Conn features 
at no greater cost. High- 
est honors at world ex- 
positions. Used in 
great concert and sym- 
phony organizations. 

FREE BOOK “‘Suc- 
cess in Music and 
How to Win Ie” 
by Sousa and 
nine others. 
Send coupon 
for your copy 

and details of 
PAUL BIESE free trial offer. 

Gift 

162 Conn Blas, Elkhart Ind. 
- ten en cen, ah el, sae — = 

ISHAM JONES 

TESTER RERSRRRRTERERESERE RETR RR ER Eee 

C.G. Conn Led., 162 Conn Bldg., Elkhart, Ind. 
Gentlemen: Please send my copy of “Success 
in Music” and details of your tree trial plan. 
(Mention Instrument.) 
Name... 

St. or Rural Route... 

PLAN x2u8 HOME Now 
SEND FOR STILI ip L 

BLILDING BOO 
WITH EC :ONOMY PLANS 
of new California Style 
for any climate a 

comfort and beaut 

Senin, 
BANAL. oi 

ae Cal, Homes” 
50 Houses--7 to 10 Rooms, $1 

**The New Coleniais’” 
60 Houses--6 to 10 Rooms,$1 

**West ay as A 
PECIAL OFFER ~ nd Sp Geasen-4 & Tilcome, 81 

for any three of these books *“Uttle wx ged ’ 
es-- Rooms, $1 and get Garage FolJer — by H 

A mey ba 

E. W. STILLWELL & CO., Architects, 159 Calif. Bidg.. Los Angeles 

High School Course 
in 2 Years ou can “_ re 

thi ‘is simp lified Higt 

Meets all i requir ts 
1 Course at home 

uirements for er eae to colle se 
and the leading pr q a thirty-six other practic 
courses are described iz our Free B ulleti Send for i TODAY 

AMERICAN SCHOOL 
Dept. H 154 Drexel Ave. & 58th St. 

side of two years. 

CHICAGO 

/ ie) ee ee 2a 2 

fr 

guides your hand; corrects Wonderf: i, | new de vice, 
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three 
hours. No failures c complete Outtine FRE Es 
Write CC. J. Ozmer yuis, Mo. 

ST Scien rN Method will stop that 

Ss T. A 200 page book. It tells how to 
manently stop stammering or stuttering in 2@ 
eh time. A natural guaranteed me thod. 

The Lewis School for Seomnanenene 
70 Lewis Bidg.,71-77 Adelaide St., Detroit, Mich, 

beseatt Book About Taxidermy 
at home by mail to mount 

8, animals, ta . Bea 
taxidermist. @ bina § art y learned by men 

omen. Decorate home ‘and den. a. big 
Wondcerfol new art. Write Today 

amazing ~ Aged rful Free Book and our 

you had on a Masonic button. I've left 
my ticket and my money behind. It is 

|absolutely necessary that I take this 
|train. I haven't time even to telephone 
|my office. If you were a Mason I could 
'convince you in a minute, and have you 
|help me out. But—" 

The two men were rather nonplussed 
by the suddenness of his advance. They 

| looked at the stranger and then as neither 
| spoke, he suddenly rushed away and into 
the car ahead. 

I don’t believe he is a Mason,” said 
lone of the men. “I am one myself and 
he could have found it out quickly enough 
if he knew how to do it.” 

| Nevertheless they noted that the im- 

|petuous young man rode east on that 
|train, obviously with the help of some 
|credulous stranger’s money. Where he 
| got off the train is another question, but 
the point of the story is that his method 
and time of attack combined with his 
general appearance were perfect. He 
looked the part, his story was plausible 
| and the fact that the train was just about 
| to start gave his victim no time to con- 
| side ‘r the matter. It must be yes or no, 
| immediately. Most men would take 
| chance in a like situation and trust him. 

Of course the trains offer a_ prolific 
| field for fakers, particularly the trans- 
continental flyers. Here is a scheme 
which is now being worked. A poorly 

|dressed woman in black to give the im- 
pression of needy widowhood sits de- 
murely enough in her seat until the con- 
ductor approaches to collect her fare. 

She opens her handbag and begins an 
unsuccessful search for her ticket ac- 
companied by well simulated expressions 
at first of confidence, but quickly fol- 
lowed by consternation and despair. 
She has evidently lost it. What will she 
do? She has no money to pay cash fare. 
She bursts into tears. It is very dis- 

| turbing. 
| The 

| ginning, 

conductor, patient in the be- 
at last goes on collecting his 

|tickets, meantime admonishing her to 
make a thorough search. He will be 
back. When he leaves the car, a man 
nearby stands up and addresses his fellow- 
passengers. 

Gentlemen, this is too bad.. Here is 
a poor little woman who has lost her 
money and her ticket. Why, she will be 
put off the train. Something should be 

| done.” 

He. for one, is for helping her out. He 
| is willing to start a fund with a five-dollar 
bill which he places in his hat and goes up 
and down the train soliciting more. He 

[packs up a tidy sum, which he trium- 
| phantly deposits in the woman’s lap. 
The conductor extracts enough of it to 

| pay her to the end of the division. She 
lean buy a regular ticket from there on. 
Needless to say she does not buy it. 
For that is as far as she goes and by a 
strange coincidence that is as far as her 
benefactor goes also. 

I came across another instance of 
young man who had made the rounds 
of the Bureaus asking for money to pay 
his bill at the Hotel Pennsylvania. He 
was on his honeymoon, he said, and had 
run out of money. So he had left his 
bride in pawn at the hotel, as it were, 

The Modern Mendicant (Concluded from page 15) 

while he went out looking for necessary 

funds. Of course it would never do to 
let the young lady know that he was 
“broke”; she came of a wealthy and 
aristocratic family opposed to the match 
and she herself did not know of his em- 
barrassment—she would die of shame 
and all that. For similar reasons he 
could not write home. You know how 
it is when a young fellow elopes with a 
girl. He had flown too high, that’s all, 
and only owed about a hundred dollars, 
a mere trifle. He did not go as far as 
shaking rice out of his collar, but it was a 
beautiful story that fitted his personality, 
and he did raise some money on it. 

I rode in a taxicab and when my des- 
tination was reached and the fare paid I 
was appealed to by the chauffeur who 
said he was raising a fund to aid the 
widow and orphans of a man he had 
“run down.” What a noble sentiment 
for a chauffeur to evince over the demise 
of his natural enemy, the pedestrian. I 
afterward learned that he made con- 
siderable out of it, until one of his tight- 
wad fares had him arrested and when he 
failed to produce the bereaved family in 
court, the magistrate gave him 30 days 
to reconsider it. 

Sometimes a professional will hit upon 
the fixed-idea plea and by its very reit- 
teration, manage to convey the semblance 
of honesty. I once saw a nice looking 
old lady, who perfected a touching tale 
of a yearning to go to her distant old 
home by Christmastide. She needed 
220 nickels to get there—220 nickels, 
no more, no And she bore out 
her story by showing what she had al- 
ready collected from generous passers-by. 
It iwas a personal Christmas drive. She 
acted her part well and many a kind- 
hearted person no doubt, made up the 
difference for her. 

I met another woman in Brooklyn, a 
shabbily dressed woman, who stopped me 
and opening a shabby wicker suitcase, 
importuned me to purchase one of the 
bathmats which it contained, and which 
she claimed to have made. And oh, 
what bathmats! The colors and the 
designs literally shocked the eye. They 
fairly screamed at you the moment the 
suitcase was opened. One would sup- 
pose they were designed by a futurist 
gone violently mad. Such was not the 
case however. They were made that 
way on purpose, so that no sane person 

would want to have one in the house. 
Nobody ever purchased one, I am sure. 
But while she displayed them and while 
I was under the awful thrall of their 
influence she poured forth a pitiful tale 
of need that had as its basis a crippled 
daughter, “fourteen years old.” who was 
even then in the hospital and for whose 
support the poor mother was “working 
her fingers to the bone.” Did I give up? 
Of course I did, twenty-five cents worth, 
and so did two of my friends who told 
me of it afterwards, only with them the 
age of the daughter was sixteen and 
seventeen years respectively. 

less. 

(This is the third of a series of articles 
on the wiles of the sidewalk grafter. The 
fourth and final article will appear in a 
succeeding number.) 

ee 
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Weather-— 

Always fair for 

smiling faces. 

JUDGE’S 

NATIONAL SMILE WEEK 

February 5th-12th, 1922 

JUDGE is the 

oldest and clever- 
est humorous 
weekly in 
America. 

“T hope Juvce’s Smile will ripple merrily into every home in the nation and infectiously catch the heartstrings 
of every wayfarer on life's highway.’—Jas. J. Davis, Secy. of Labor. 

Rules of the Contest 

1. Each smiling face clipped 
from any magazine or news- 
paper advertisement — will 
count as a point in JupGe’s 
National Smile Week Con- 
test. To the persons who 

send the largest number of 
smiling faces clipped from 
any magazine or newspaper 
advertisement published on 
or before midnight, Febru- 
ary 12th, the following cash 
prizes will be given: 
Largest number .8500.00 
Second largest... 250.00 
Third. 100.00 
Fourth. ... . 50.00 
Next ten, each 10 00 

. Clippings made from now 
on, from any newspaper or 
magazine advertisement, 
either current or back num- 
bers (no more than five 
points will be allowed from 
any one advertisement) may 

be entered. The same ad- 
vertisement in the same 
magazine or newspaper may 
be used but once by any 
competitor. 

. Clippings must be mailed 
on or before midnight of 
February 13th, 1922, when 
the contest closes. Don't 
send any clippings until you 
send them all. 

4. This contest is open to you 
whether you are a_sub- 
scriber to JupGE or not. It 
is not necessary that you 
buy the magazine in order 
to enter the contest. 

. Employees, or members of 
the families of the employees 
of the Leslie-Judge Company 
are barred from this contest. 
Checks will be mailed to the 
winners as soon as the win- 
ners are determined. 

. In the event of ties, prizes 
identical in character with 
that offered will be given to 
each of those so tying. 

8. The names of the winners 
will be published in a num- 
ber of JuDGE issued during 
April, 1922. 

9. Address all clippings, with 
the total number of faces 
indicated on each package 
to “Chairman, JupGr’s Na- 
tional Smile Week Com- 
mittee,” 627 West 43d 
Street, New York City. Clip- 
pings will not be returned. 
All inquiries regarding this 
contest should be addressed 
to the Chairman accom- 
panied by a stamp for reply. 

i.) 

i) 

or 

6. 

— 

How It All Happened 

Prizes Offered 

Albert E. Gary, President, U.S. Steel Corpora- 
tion, Charles M. Schwab, President, Bethlehem 
Steel Corporation, Andrew W. Mellon, Secretary 
of the Treasury, and many other leaders in tlre 
business and financial world, have, in their recent 
speeches, very decisively stated that the United 
States has passed through a period of business 
depression and is now upon the verge of a stu- 
pendous business development; that what we 
need now, more than anything else, is to increase 
the national morale by cultivating a cheerful 
spirit and a smile. 

JupGe, the oldest national humorous weekly 
in America, which, for over forty years, has 
been spreading smiles and joy all over the 
country, fully realizing the value of optimism 
and humor, conceived the idea of a National 
Smile Week. The week, February 5th to 12th, 
1922, was selected because it terminates on the 
birthday of Abraham Lincoln—perhaps the 
greatest national exponent of a cheerful spirit and 
a smile as an antidote for national depression. 

This idea was submitted to a long list of 
prominent people in the business, professional, 
entertainment, art, literary and financial world 
with the suggestion that they give expressions of 
opinion regarding the efficacy of such a movement 
in increasing the industrial and business morale. 

These leaders, in various walks of life, have 
cordially endorsed the movement, signifying 
their willingness to act as members of JUDGE’S 
NATIONAL SMILE WEEK Committee. 
Business men throughout the country have also 
endorsed the idea and promised to do what they 
could to make JUDGE’S NATIONAL SMILE 
WEEK a big success. 

La hl . . . 

To further encourage people to participation 
in this national morale building campaign, 
JupDGE is offering $1,000 in 14 prizes for the 
largest number of smiling faces clipped from 
ANY magazine or newspaper advertisement up 
to February 13th, 1922. This joyous contest 
has already engaged the attention of thousands 
of people eager to win one of the fourteen prizes. 

JupGE also offers a Corona typewriter to the 
high school pupils of America for the best 300- 
word essay on the subject of Smiles, and will 
publish in JupGe, at the regular space rates such 
essays deemed worthy of reproduction. 

4 

LOTTA MILES 
has often appeared in a well 
known tire advertisement. Cut 
her out, she counts a point. 

$1000 
for 

Smiling Faces 
This is the most fas- 
cinating contest ever 
conducted in this 
country. All it re- 
quires is a cheerful 
disposition, a sharp 
pair of shears and a 
keen eve—and a real 
smile. 

How You Can 
Help 

Ask your local ad- 
vertisers to use smil- 
ing faces in their ad- 
vertising copy; get 
the local Women’s 
Club to have promi- 
nent humorists speak 
during National 
Smile Week; get local 
talent to entertain at 
charitable — institu- 
tions during Smile 
Week; above — all, 
smile yourself and 
help make others 
smile. 

“It is a valuable thing to make people think and at the same time to make them smile. JvuvGe does both.” 
—Senator William H. King, Utah. 
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YOUR HOME Is Within YOUR Reach 
When You Buy From Us! 

And here is a mighty organization of thirty great 
de partme nts ready to serve you. anaged by ex- 
pert material buyers, designers and practical build- 
ders. We have vast stocks bought at huge quantity 
price savings which are now at your command. Our 
sole aim and purpose is — 

To help you get a home that will 
prove entirely satisfactory at a price 
that will mean a substantial saving 
in actual dollars of your money. 

The combined efforts of these great departments in experi- 
menting and testing materia!« and methods of construction 

bave produced for you a GI TARANTE ED home, expert 
machine cut, bundied and marked—the last word in build- 
ing economy. 

Not One Penny in Advance 
he super-excellence of our material and e are we of t 

we will ebip 
0 

our GU. TARANTEED Ready-Cut System that 
/ you any HARRIS H¢ ME without the payment of one cent 

W down. Our Pian Book explains our liberal terms fully. 
The latest edition is waiting 

FREE Plan Book? ‘or you, contains our F REF 
PLAN OFFER and pho’ rind reproductions, with 
floor plans end specifications of 100 beautiful homes. 
Write for full particulars no ow! 

. Guaranteed Ready-Cut Houses, Our Specialties: lumbing.. Heating, Lumber. 
Mill Work, *’Presto-Up’’ Bolt-Together Houses, Paints, 

Roofing, etc., etc., and Buildiog sterial of all kinds. 

HARRIS BROTHERS CO. 
| i Dept. NL-133 1349 W. 35th St., Chicago 

2 Easy to Play 
Easy to Pay 

True-Tone 

Saxophone 
(PAF Easiest of all wind instruments 
7, to play and oneof the most beau- 

tiful. You can learn the scale 
in an hour’s practice and play 

) geouter music in a few weeks. 
ou can take your place in a 

band within 90 days, if you so 
desire. Unrivalled for’ home 
entertainment, church, lodge or 
school. In big demand for or- 

® chestra dance music. The por- 
trait above is of Donald Clark, 

J Soloist with the famous Paul White- 
man's Orchestra. 

F. Free Trial You may order any 
P Buescher Instrument 

~ , without paying one cent in advance, and try 
~ it sixdays in your own home, without —— 

tion. If perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to 
suit your convenience. Mention the instrument interested 
ip and a complete catalog will be mailed free. 

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO. 
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra instruments 

4834 BUESCHER BLOCK ELKHART, INDIANA 

Saxophone Book Free 
Tells when to use Sax- 

STUDY AT HOME 
Become a lawyer. Legally 
trained men win high positions 
and big success in business 
and public life.Greater oppor- 
tunities now than ever before 
pe =o a leader. 

$3 ooo to "$10, ,000 Annually 
l@ you step by step. You can train at be 

spare time. Let us send you records and letter rs 
Salle students admitted to the bar in var 

.. Money refunded according to our Guarant. ee 
d if dissatisfied. Degree o' conferred 

osands of eaccessful stadents enrolled. Low cost, easy terms 
We furnish all text material, including fourteen- ‘volume Law 
Library. Getour valuable 120 page ‘Law Guide’’ and ‘‘Evidence 
books FREE. Send for them—NO 

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 15!-L Chicago 

Wont alle: ssons a wlll it. 
Farmer Burns and Frank Gotch.. ay book 
tells you how. Secret holds ocks and tricks r 

vealed Don't delay. Be strong. healthy. Handle 
)1 RamgeBidg., Omaha, Neb. 

GOVERNMENT CLERKS NEEDED 
(men — women), $1400 — $2300 Few to 

Write Mr. Ozvment, Former Government Ex- 
aminer, 183, St Louis, Mo. 

INVENTORS. **.. 
our guide book, “HOW 7 10 GE I "YOUR PATENT - . 
Send mode r sketch ar j ription nd we will 

Farmer Burns, 2 

quickly 

RANDOLPH & CO. 789 “FW oh 

| tiful?’’ he 
to ng 

|One, the crown of his season’s hunt, was 
lthe size of a filbert, a perfect sphere of 
luminous and unearthly beauty. Tas- 
tu’s lips bared in a snarl as he saw it, and 
for the space of a long breath his thoughts 

ran like spilt flame across his face. 
Again he poured the glasses half full. 

His he took at a gulp, and sat fingering 
his own little heap of pearls. Then 
he picked up one and placed it on the 
= “T will gamble with you,” he 
| said, still sailing his twisted smile. 

Wu Wang looked at the man opposite 
|him in silence as Tastu leaned back in 
(his chair and took from the shelf along 
|the wall a pack of cards, riffing them 
| swiftly in his slender fingers. He spread 
the cards with a sweep of his hand, and 

| the devil of gambling that lies in the soul 
lof every Chinese awoke and_ stirred. 
|“*Very well, my friend,” answered Wu 
| Wang, and from his own store he matched 
|the pearl his host had offered. “Let us 
| draw each a card, the high to win. It is 
simpler so, and. He left the doubt 

junvoiced. Tastu had singularly good 
|fortune at card games. Wu Wang shuf- 

fled the cards. Tastu cut them, and 

each drew one. The Chinese held a 

| queen; the quarter-caste a nine. With 
i the faintest of smiles Wu Wang added the 
trader’s pearl to his own, leaving his orig- 
inal stake in the center of the table, and 
with an oath Tastu put out another. 
Once begun, the game continued almost 
in silence as the huge, impassive Chinese 
and the yellow-haired, feline quarter- 
caste sat intent upon the cards, each with 
his pearls in front of him. 

At the end of an hour Tastu pulled 
himself to his feet, and with a sweep of 
his arm sent the empty whiskey bottle 
crashing against the wall. “You are a 
devil!” he said thickly, and his hand 
strayed from the table toward his hip. 
Wu Wang sat hunched in his chair, his 
bulk casting a broad, crouching shadow 
behind him. Before Tastu’s hand had 
left the table-top, Wu Wang had put his 
hand over his heart, near the derringer, 
and waited. Tastu shrugged his shoul- 
der and pretended to smile, though his 
eyes were hot with fury. ‘My friend, I 
repeat, you are a devil!” The last 
of his pearls lay before the Chinese. 

For a moment Tastu looked steadily at 
his guest. His face bloated and poison- 
ous, then he turned on his heel and strode 

to the kitchen door and called, “Tara!” 
The girl appeared at the end of thepassage. 
“Come here,” and when she came her 
father’s fingers sunk deep into her 
rounded shoulder. “I want no tears, do 
you understand?” he asked, and drew her 
with him into the room where waited Wu 
Wang and the heap of pearls. “See!” 
Tastu forced her hands away from her 
face, and Wu Wang stared at the slender 
golden girl under the light of the reeking 
lamp. His obsidian eyes grew black and 
gleaming as he looked, and he leaned for- 
ward until he sprawled half upon the 
table, like a monstrous yellow spider. 
Tastu laughed wildly. “Is she not beau- 

asked. Neither man saw 
Kanaka Jim standing in the doorway, his 
hands opening and shutting, his face that 

lof a man in torment as he watched the 
| scene before him. 

Backlash— -(Concluded from page 11) 

Tastu sat down, holding the girl by the 
wrist. “She is not always so triste,” he 
said, and then, after a pause, while Wu 
Wang’s eyes feasted on the sweetly curved 
young body in the close-bound ahu, “I 
will stake her against your big pearl.” 
Wu Wang sat motionless until Tara 

shrank from his luminous gaze and 
clutched her throat with a little cry of 
horror. Tastu turned and called over 
his shoulder, “Jim,” and the Kanaka 
came to him trembling, for a second meet- 

ing and holding the eyes of the captive 
girl. “Bring whiskey,” Tastu ordered, 
and gave him the keys to the liquor 
closet in the passage. Kanaka Jim went to 
obey. Wu Wang had neither moved nor 
spoken. ““Come—will you gamble? The 
girl against your largest pearl?” asked the 
quarter-caste. 

Wu Wang made his decision. “I ac- 
cept,” he said, and from the clustered ra- 
diance in front of him he took the splendid 
sea jewel and set it apart from the others. 

Tastu grinned as the wolf grins. 
“Good! It is time my fortune changed,” 
he answered, and spread the cards in a 
half circle the table. As they 
reached toward them, Kanaka Jim came 
in, bearing a tray with the glasses of whis- 
key. These he put down upon the table 
edge, and again, for a fleeting second, his 
eyes met those of the girl standing there. 
Tastu picked up his glass and passed the 
otherto Wu Wang. “To the lucky one!’ he 
said, and each raised his glass and drank. 

Almost as the drink passed his lips Wu 
Wang flashed a clawing, clutching hand 
to the holster beneath his open jacket 
and a wave of black fury distorted his 
yellow face. “T should have known 

” he gasped, and the derringer roared. 
Tastu staggered back, seized the table so 
fiercely that his nails grated like the teeth 
of rats in the dead silence, and slowly 
drew o pistol. Then he coughed terri- 
bly, and as Wu Wang tore at his burning 
throat Tastu fired, once, twice, into the 
great paunch. So died Wu Wang, his 
basilisk eyes fixed on the man opposite. 
The quarter-caste swayed as he stood, 
the pistol dropped from his nerveless 
grip, and he fell forward, face down among 
the tumbled cards and scattered pearls. 

Kanaka Jim and the girl Tara stood for 
a moment silent as the acrid powder 

across 

smoke drifted toward the ceiling. ““They 
were bad men. Now they are dead,” 
said the Kanaka. “I had no poison. 
But into each drink I put much cayenne 
pepper that is like ¥* sa Oe, ae 2 
planned it happened. For the great Wu 
Wang thought he had been poisoned, and 
so he shot your father. And your father 
killed him.’ He looked again from the 
girl to the table with its double burden. 
“Tara, you are free.’ He smiled gently 
and went to her across the room, and the 
girl hid her terror against his breast. 
Kanaka Jim was whispering as he con- 
tinued. “Tara, I love you. Will you 
come with me to my people? Will you 
let the head man make you my wife?” 

The little tawny head burrowed closer, 
and a slender arm fastened tight about 
his neck as if for protection. ‘“Jeem ... 

where you go, there will I be,” said Tara. 
And hand in hand they walked from the 
house into the velvet night. 

i 
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Is It Chiro-quack-tic?—(Concluded from page 5 
Board of Medical Examiners, in com- 
menting on this advertisement, said: 

“It was for the purpose of ridiculing 
and putting into disrepute the organiza- 
tion in our State, which is perhaps doing 
more for the health of the people than all 
other organizations put together. This 
booklet was sent out by the Virginia State 
Board of Health in an effort to educate 
the public. It is in accordance with the 
best knowledge of to-day in reference to 
the hookworm.” 

“Chiropractors have been legally rec- 
ognized in North Carolina only a short 
time,” said Dr. Hemp P. B. Bonner, 
secretary-treasurer of the North Carolina 
Medical Board of Examiners. “We are 
in possession of evidence that chiroprac- 
tors ignore the existence of contagious and 

infectious diseases among their patients 
and do not report such to the State Board 
of Health. Such conduct makes ineffect- 
ive the work of this important branch 
of the State Government.” 

In every State the chiropractic battle 
has been waged along similar lines. In 
New York City to-day the chief medical 
examiner is in bitter controversy with the 
cult. Chiropractic lawyers, publicity 
agents and other representatives, who 
have evidenced large financial resources, 
have besieged all the State legislatures. 
And in nearly half the States they boast 
of victory. 

“Chiropractors practice in twenty-two 
States under license; the same asis enjoyed 
by members of other professions,” wrote 

“Mister Cope” 
(Continued from npr 

time came, he rose up and delivered his 
opinion, in the face of frowns from higher 
officials than himself. “Come, come, 
Mr. Cope,” interposed Sir Hamar pom- 
pously, “‘there’s no necessity of going into 
that. We are all quite familiar with the 
subject.” 

Young Mr. Cope flushed. “I cannot 
be interrupted while I am _ speaking,’ 
he said, addressing himself to the Prime 
Minister, “and I have the honor to bid | 
you good- day.’ 

And he gathered up his papers and rose | 
to leave the room. He had served six- | 
teen years and it was all over; it occurs | 
to me that this must have been rather a 
despondent moment in the life of * 
ambitious young man. 

But the Prime Minister lifted his hand | 
and motioned him back. Cope finished 
what he had to say; and there was a vic- 
tory gained, in the subsequent dissolution 
of those military courts, for British sense 
of justice that day. 

The London Morning Post, which 
would have preferred that the slaughter 
in Ireland go on, rather than there be 
any peace negotiations, subsequently 
tried to call Cope “the Uriah Heep of 
Dublin Castle.” But the epithet hardly 
seems to fit a young man who is willing 
to sacrifice a career to a principle. . 
Cope went back to Dublin. The pub- 

lic heard no more about him than it had | 
before, nor did Cope want it to. 

I have said that it was Cope who was 
chiefly responsible, on the English side, 

(Concluded on page 32) 

B. J. Palmer to Pedro Martinez, of New 
York, a prospective student, in a letter 
dated August 6, 1921. Mr. Palmer then 
enumerated the following States: Arkan- 

Vermont, Maryland, South Dakota, 
Connecticut, Kansas, Idaho, New Mex- 

ico, Washington, New Hampshire, Ne- 
braska, Arizona, Iowa, Minnesota, North 
Carolina, Oregon, Montana, Georgia, 
North Dakota, Oklahoma, New 
Florida. 

“In other States throughout the Union 
chiropractors practice without legal au- 
thority,” continued Mr. Palmer, “and 
while this is true, it is hardly possible for 
a State or municipality to successfully 
prosecute one for this practice; for chiro- 
practors do not practice medicine or os- 
teopathy, and cannot be governed by the 
regulations issued for these professions. 
It is true that occasional attempts are 
made on this basis, but without success. 

‘There is a national association of 
chiropractors, which you, as a graduate, 
might join. The object of this associa- 
tion is mutual protection.” 

The “national association,” referred to, 
is the Universal Chiropractors Associa- 
tion. It is one of the most powerful 
agencies in pushing chiropractic legisla- 
tion, defending chiropractors, when ar- 
rested for violating State statutes, and in 
other ways fighting the “Medical Trust,” 
as physicians and surgeons are chiro- 
practically known. 
Some of its principal purposes were 

set forth in the elaborate 1912 Palmer 

Jersey, 

School. (Announcement (page 60) as follows: 
“When a graduate leaves the school, he 

joins the U. C. A. From that moment 
we guarantee him the legal right to prac- 
tice; or we will, through process of law, 
know the reason why. The U. C. A. 

agrees to pay all the expenses of your 
trial and to see that you continue to prac- 
tice until such time as the United States 
Supreme Court says such is unconstitu- 

tional. What more do you desire? The 
fact that chiropractors are practicing in 
every State in the Union and chat the 
U.C. A. has not failed to protect its mem- 
bers to date speaks for itself.” 

Here are a few quotations from its con- 

stitution and by-laws: 
“Be conservative in your claims and 

be very careful that the enemy does not 
send any patient to you that they think 
will die on your hands or otherwise com- 

plicate matters. Do not, unless in a State 
or province where you are licensed, un- 

dertake to handle any so-called conia- 

gious diseases. 

“Have as many friends as possible at 
your trial. . . 

“If trouble has not already started, but 

there are signs of it, let us hear about it 
by letter.” 

The U. C. A. is closely identified with 
the “Chiropractic Fountain Head.” B. J. 
Palmer is its secretary, and Frank W. 
Elliott, registrar of the Palmer School, its 
treasurer and business manager. 

(The next article of this series 

pear in an early issue.) 
will ap- 
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WRITE FOR OUR JANUARY 
| INVESTMENT LIST 

UR January investment list, 
filled with exceptionally 

| attractive 7°% first mortgage 
investment 

| now off the press. Write today 
for a copy. 
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INVESTORS BONDS are | 
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bought on partial payments | 
starting as low as $10. i 

| This January may be your last | 
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safety on first mortgage invest- | 
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| trend towards lower interest 

| rates. 
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A BETTER OUTLOOK FOR THE WORLD 

HILE a great deal of business 
readjustment was effected in 

1921, the extent of it disap- 

pointed the optimistic prophets of the 
beginning of the vear. The process, it 
is now too evident, is far from com- 
pleted; much more remains to be 
accomplished, and he would be rash who 
should predict at this early date a finish 
of equalization of commodity prices and 
wages by the end of 1922. In a few 
directions this has vi. tually occurred, but 
in many others more time—months, or 
possibly years—is needed to bring it 
about. In some quarters it is asserted 
that the decline in values of products and 
services will go on for decades to come, 

though more slowly than during the past 
vear. The average business man shows 
impatience at forecasts of long-lingering 
recovery and wishes the strain might be 
over quickly. The suspense wears upon 
him and he gladly listens to the sanguine 
foretellers of better times immediately 
ahead. These seers may again be laying 
on the bright paint too thickly. 

But no little encouragement should be 
derived from the indisputable, if moder- 
ate, improvement in conditions as seen 
to-day compared with those of twelve 
months ago. While losses were heavy in 
the aggregate and failures numerous, the 
country managed to survive 1921 and to 
make some distinct progress. Affairs 
at present seem to be shaping for larger 
volumes of profitable activity this year, 
in a greater number of industries. There 
bids fair to be from now until 1923 a more 
even business pathway, offermg fewer 
jolts to thel burdened traveler. Expec- 
tation should not be allowed to run too 
high, but sane and sober hopes stand a 
good chance of being realized. 

Perhaps the remainder of the winter 
will be a trying period. ‘There is still too 

much unemployment to permit us to be 
over-cheerful and strikes and threats of 
strikes disturb the industrial situation. 
The labor question will have to be satis- 
factorily settled before solidly based 
favorable conditions are established. It 
is a pity that these frequent controversies 
are not averted by reasonable action, 

for they retard that return toward 
normaley which is the first requisite to 
restored prosperity. But the economic 
law, if often thwarted, cannot be finally 
defeated. These troubles will be = ar- 
ranged eventually and then the various 
hopeful factors in the case will function 
more effectively. 

Among the cheering developments of 
the time has been the Armament Con- 
ference at Washington. It may prove 
to have struck the keynote of the future. 
Not so much because of the concrete 
results of its sessions, but because of 

what it may forerun. It set the prece- 
dent of nations getting together for con- 
sultation over matters of world concern 
and attempting to solve their mutual 
problems peaceably and in the spirit of 
reason. It created a little, limited and 
temporary league of nations and showed 
what benefits might accrue to humanity 
from the operation of a lasting larger 
league devoted, not to adopting a small 
list of specific reforms, but to the constant 
maintenance of peace and order all over 
the globe. The Conference has had a 
powerful pacifying influence on a restless 
world which needs to be soothed back to 
calmness and faith and industry. Its 
economic effects will probably prove 
quite as valuable as its sentimental ones. 
Its meeting was a fine omen for the 
current year. 

The European chaos, which injuriously 
affects all nations, is the dark spot on the 
sunny face of the New Year. The ap- 
peasement of Ireland has let in a bright 
ray or two on the scene. But the Con- 

tinent is wallowing in economic and finan- 
cial difficulties which Germany's appeal 
for the lightening of her reparation bur- 
den has served only to stress. The most 
capable statesmenship, the most com- 
petent financiering, alone can handle the 
vast problems presented there with any 
degree of success. 

But out of all the welter of humanity 
we are confident that 1922 will witness a 
gradual betterment; we shall all muddle 
through our tasks and trials; the after- 
war fever will abate; the nations will 
recover a portion of their lost nerve; 
economic conditions will improve; Ameri- 
can industries will prosper; and the 
sound offerings in the securities market 
will make a considerable advance. 

Answers to Inquiries 

C., Exte, Pa.: It would be prudent enough to buy 
Pennsylvania R. R. stock at around 8338. That, as you 
say, would provide you about 6 per cent. on the invest 
ment, and there is the possibility that Pennsylvania will 
someday “come back.” 

W., Littie Fauus, N. Y. Arguments can be made in 
favor of both Utica Gas & Electric Co. 7 per cent. notes, 
and Anaconda 7s. Your banker is correct in saying that 

Anaconda 7s are more active. There is scarcely any 
doubt that they will be paid at maturity. However, on 
general principles, I prefer the notes or bonds of a publiv 

utility, railroad or industrial organization to those of a 
mining company. The Utica Gas & Electric Co. ha 
been paying 10 per cent. dividends, Anaconda has sus 

ote 
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pended dividends and production. So I think the Utica 
Company's issue is the more substantial, though it is not 
so readily marketable. 

H., Vireinis, Miyn.: Allis Chalmers common, par 
#100, pays #4 a year; Great Northern pfd. $100, pays $7; 
Midvale Steel, $50, is paying no dividend; Lehigh Valley, 
%50, pays 83.50; Bethlehem Stee] B, $100, pays #5; West- 

inghouse Electric, $50, pays $4. None of these has the 
standing and safety of U. S. Steel pfd., which is a gilt- 
edged stock. I submit for your consideration Bethlehem 
Steel 8 per cent. pfd.; Allis Chalmers, 7 per cent.; pfd.; 
U.S. Rubber 8 per cent. pfd.; Famous Players Lasky 
8 per cent. pfd.; Rock Island 7 per cent pfd. ' - 

Rurtepce, Va.: The Tennessee Agricultural | 
Chemical Corp. has paid no dividends, even on preferred, 
since August, 1920. In April last a temporary receiver 
was appointed for the corporation, the latter being unable 
to sell its products. The corporation appears to have 

valuable property, but in this time of depression it is 
making no money and its shares are almost a gamble. ; 

P., Trenton, N.J.: You appear to have done well in 
disposing of your Porto Rico American Tobacco Co 
bonds and buying the Cuban Telephone Co. 7's. The 
latter company is paying dividends on preferred and 
common; and the bonds seem a safer investment than the | 
ones you formerly held. 

“Wasninatoyn, D. C I do not think that the 
strike of the packers employees can have sufficiently 
serious effects to imperil the Wilson Company's 6 per 
cent. bonds. The company is strong and it has a hand- 
some surplus and working capital. I would not sell the 
bonds merely because of the strike. A good purchase 
for your $1,000 would be a U. S. of Brazil 8 per cent 
bond or a Great Northern Railway 7 per cent. bond. 

<., Cuicaco, Int.: While it is not likely that Ameri 
can Hide & Leather pfd. will resume dividend payments 
in the near future, it is likely to do so some time next year 
provided the company’s earnings continue good. I see 
very little prospect of return to dividends by American 
Beet Sugar common and American Zine pfd. Goodrich | 
Rubber common’s dividend appears less remote but still | 

a long way off. 
C., CLEVELAND, Onto: Whether the Fisher Body Ohio 

Co. ean continue the 8 per cent. dividend on preferred after 
July, 1922, depends on the condition of the auto industry 
next year. There is no certainty as to the amount of | 

‘ The Fisher | 
Body Corporation had a deficit the past fiscal year which 
shows that it has not escaped the industrial depression. | 
Its guarantee of dividends on its subsidiary’s preferred | 

business the company will be able to do. 

would be more reliable if it were itself earning more money. 
B., Cutcopee Fauis, Mass.: Any purchase of City 

of Warsaw bonds at this time would be nothing less than 
a gamble. Conditions in Poland are very far from good 
and many shrewd financiers declare that all the money 
Americans invest in foreign depreciated currencies and 
bonds will prove a dead loss. ie. 

R., Prrearry, Pa.: The American Grocers Society 
has paid no dividends since July 1, 1918. A meager 
statement regarding it which I have at hand does not 
show large earnings. There may be an advantage to a 
retail grocer in holding some of the stock, but for an 
ordinary investor the shares would be a poor purchase. 

D., Denver, Coro.: Aircraft construction has not 
yet become sufficiently profitable in this country to war- 
rant the average investor's risking his dollars on a new 
construction company. I have no data concerning the 
assets and the earnings of the New Haven concern, but 
I am sure that the stock cannot be a good investment. 
Better not go into anything which is doubtful and specu 
lative. Buy a good dividend paying listed stock. 

B., East Sr. Lovts, Iuu.: The future of the Stewart 
Warner Speedometer stock depends on the condition of 
the automobile industry. At present this latter is de- 
pressed and there is no likelihood of an immediate advance 
in Stewart Warner shares. The stock is paying #2 a year, 
a fair return on market price. Middle States Oil paying 
81.20 gives a good yield on current quotation and it looks 
as if the company had a future. Hupp Motors and | 
General Motors common pay the same rate of dividend. 
Hupp sells a little higher, but General Motors seems quite | 
as sate, | 

T., kr. Covineron, N. Y.: General Motors common | 
is a fair business man’s purchase, but the preferred stock 
and debentures are safer. I would not advise putting 
all your $3,000 into General Motors common. Diversify | 
and invest the most of it in more substantial stocks. 

A., Crvctnnati, O.: The preferred stock and the notes | 
of the Pure Oil Co. are safer than the common shares 
The latter, however, are dividend paying, and a fair busi- | 
ness man’s purchase. I would not sell the common at a 
loss. Neither would I buy additional shares on the mere 
rumor of an increase in dividends. Bonds that have 
ready marketability and that pay liberal interest include 
Great Northern 7s and Republic of Chile 8s. 

K., Inptanapouts, [np.: Among moderate-priced and 
reasonable safe New York City bank stocks are the fol | 
lowing: Bank of Manhattan, paying &8 quarterly, Irving 
National, 3 per cent. quarterly; Chase National, 4 per cent 
quarterly; Fifth National, 244 per cent. quarterly; New 
Netherland, 2 per cent. quarterly; Continental, 31, per 
cent. semi-annually. 

C., Texarkana, Texas: The decline in National 
Leather was due to suspension of dividends and the pro- | 
posed reorganization of the company. Nobody can tell | 
whether National Leather will prosper after it is reorgan- 

ized. Time alone can prove that. At present I would 
not advise purchase of the stock. Swift International 
looks like a fair business man’s purchase at present price. | 
It is on a 16 per cent. basis. 

Perv, Inp.: I would not advise buying Goodyear 
pfd. or common on a margin. Neither is a dividend 
payer and conditions must improve greatly before either 
will have a marked advance. Better not buy on a margin 
unless you have a large reserve fund to meet possible 
demands for additional deposits. If you buy on a margin 
you had better get some sound, dividend paying stock. 
Prices generally are still low, and the dividend payers 
have quite as large speculative possibilities as those mak- 
ing no return. Among moderate-priced stocks that are a 
fair purehase are Allis Chalmers common, Advance 
Rumely pfd., American Steel Foundries, Middle States 
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ph With your savings invested in 
\\ Miller Mortgage Bonds you enjoy 

Wy the same safety as though your 
money were deposited in the sav- 

It is in securities as 
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safe and conservative as Miller Mortgage Bonds that your savings 
bank invests the funds you place in its keeping. 

Investing in Miller Mortgage Bonds is an extremely simple matter and free 
of all worry and annoyance. Investigate Miller Mortgage Bonds. Obtain a 
full 8°7 return on your savings. 

Write today for booklet “Cr 

explains the man 
sreating Good Investments” cehich 

od features of Miller Mortgage Bond 

$100 Bonds; $500 Bonds; $1000 Bonds 
Interest payable twice yearly 

To yield 8% 
Partial payment accounts invited 

G.L.MILLER & G. ; 
100 HURT BUILDING 

“‘First—The Investor’s Welfare’ 

ATLANTA. GA. 

20 Broad Street 

Time to Buy 
Good Stocks 
Don’t wait for good times to knock 

at your door. 

Anticipate them by purchasing 

good stocks now. 

If you have securities which you 

bought at higher prices, use them 

as collateral to average the cost. 

We will accept securities or cash 

for margin or initial payment on 

our Monthly Instalment Plan. 

Send for our bulletin 

117-D. D. 

DUNHAM é( 
Investment Securities 

43 Exchange Place, New York 

Telephones 8300-16 Hanover. 

offers splendid opportunities with Puts and Calls 
some profits made out of them the past 18 months, in 
U. 8. Steel, Baldwin and many other stocks 
booklet L, which explains how Puts and Calls operate 

WILLIAM H. HERBST 

Increase Your 

Purchasing Power— 

Take full advantage of prevail- 
ing investment bargains 

THE LIBERTY PLAN 

Used by both large and small investors 

to secure the highest possible return 

over future years when present oppor- 

tunities will have vanished. Pay only 

20% down, balance 12 or 24 monthly 

payments. 

The 

Investors’ Guide 

iggests what to buy—send for it. 

Gratis on request, also Liberty Plan 

Booklet if you mention C-88. 

Russell Securities 
CORPORATION 
Cunard Building 

25 Broadway New York City 

Hand- 

Write for 

multitude of other places. 

New York City | Look for the letters... .. 

Stamps for sale at post 
V\ e S. S. offices, banks and 

W.S.S. 

Brand new, absolutely first cord tires. Guaranteed 8000 
miles and adjusted at the list price on that guarantee. A 
brand new United States tube free with every tire. 

SONS wise 

Send no money. Just write today and tell us the size of your tires 
and the number you want. Tires will be shipped C. O. D. with 
section unwrapped for inspection. 

CHARLES TIRE CORP. Dept. 303, 2824 Wabash, Chicago 

Se24 os $16.10 33 2 4%4_....$22.15 
33x4 ...... 17.00 34x4%%4_... 23.20 
34x4 ..... 18.60 35 x 4%... 24.05 
32x4%...... 21.10 33x5 -. 25.25 
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Seasoned 

Copper 

Stocks 

apparently are being accu- 

mulated on a rising price { 

scale. 

All signs point to resump- 

tion of operations by the 

big producers within the 

next few months and with 

that 

pect the present stock mar- 

development in pros- 

ket activity may,have much 

further to go. 

We have prepared an 4 

exhaustive analysis of the 

Copy will 

be sent free upon request 

for Circular LW-83. 

copper situation. 

CHapvesHCiarKsons |} 
66 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 
TEL: BOWLING GREEN 4020-26 

THE BACHE REVIEW 
Clear, condensed information weekly, on 
situation in business and “fin neial world 
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vers New York Stock Exch 
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BECOME AN EXPERT 

ACCOUNTANT 
Executive Accountants command big salaries. Th oumnede ot firme 

Only 3000 Certified Public Accountants in 
are earning $3,000 to $10,000 a year 
spare time for C. P. A. examinatio 
tions. Knowledge of bookkeepin 
is ante r the persona!) supervision 

former ( vomptrolie: r and Instructor, University of Illinois; Dire 
ar ¢ ‘eft the Illinois Societ of ¢ ertified Public Accountants, and of the 

Nat jonal Association of C ‘ost Accountants, assisted by a large staff 
of C. P. A’s, including members of the American Institute of 
countants. Low tuition fee—easy terms. Write now for informatior 

LaSalle Extension University, Dept. 151-H Chicago 
The Largest Business Training Institution in the Worid 

tet antaee min terete 
who derive largest profits know and heed certain 
\ simple but vital facts before applying for 

PATENTS 
Our book Patent-Sense , for Inventors and Man- 
ufacturers.gives those facts; free. Write 
Lacey & Lacey, 639Z F St.,Washington.D.C 

ESTABLISHED 1869 
Secured. Send sketch 
or model of your inven- 
tion for examination 

re Pe FREE book 

318 — Bide Wash., D.C. ackson & Co., 

Oil and Cosden & Co If you care to deal in higher 
priced issues you might consider American Woolen, 

rn Products common, White Motors, Famous Players 
ommon and preferred, especially the pfd., Mexi- 

etroleum pfd. and Springfield-Kelly Tire & Rubber 
pid 

F., Monraomery, ALA You could prudently invest 
your 85,000 in such bonds as S. Steel 5s; Hudson & 

Manhattan Ist & ref. 5s; American Tel. & Tel. 6s, 1924, 
Beth Steel 7s, Vacuum Oil 7s, Standard Oil of N. Y. 7s, 

Humble Oil 7 

P., CLeveLaNnb, Onto: The Pennsylvania-Ohio Power 
& Light Co. has apparently a fine territory for its busi- 
ness, and if it can continue to pay the 8 per cent. dividend, 
the preferred is a desirable purchase. 

LANSING, Mic H Recent announcements about 
the earnings the Seaboard Air Line make its outlook 

brighter. Should the improvement continue 
interest on at least the leading bonds should be secure 
The 4s have been selling at 50, Consolidated 6s at 4154 

some what 

und adjustment 5s at 1544. These low figures indicate 

the speculative character of these issues at present. 

For one who can get along without returns for some time 
the adj 5s cher a fine long-pull speculation. Interest 
was paid on these bonds from 1909 up to and including 
February 1, 1921 The August interest was passed and 

by February 1, 1922, there will be 5 per cent. due. The 
nterest is cumulative and must be cancelled in some way, 

at the maturity of the bonds, if not earlier. Some time 
ago these bonds sold as high as 37. Should the road’s 

earnings increase, adjustment bond interest very likely 
will be resumed. The Minneapolis, St. Louis Ist and ref, 
$s are not particularly attractive. The road’s 5s have 
been selling as low as 3 The railroad suffered a heavy 

deficit in 1920 and only a more generous income will give 
its senior securities a firm s tanding. New York Railways 
adj 6s and certificates. ter. Met. 4)9s and certificates 
are quoted very low. They could hardly have declined 
to their present level had there been substantial value 
behind them. 

New York, January 1, 1922 

Free Booklets for Investors 
Many experienced observers believe they perceive 

igns of a bull market in 1922. Recent activity in the 

securities market has seemed to point that w In 
of the possibilities for investment and spect ilation 
is timely interest in a review of the present market 

situation, with particular reference to the outlook for 

Motor Department- 
toward the stream line type of body and 

low and road hugging, represent- 
ing speed and balance. The straight line 
from radiator to rear seat has evidently 
come to stay, as it should 

Closed bodies found on the lower priced 

cars are more luxurious than ever and 
the upholstery and equipment of those 
which sell for under $2,000 would put to 
shame the art of the carriage maker of a 
decade ago who might have been told to 
go the limit in workmanship—fittings and 
finish 

The industry has 
rumors of new cars and new 

of old cars. Some of these new Cars are 

to make their appearance at the New 

York Show. Others, because of the 

restriction of the National Automobile 

Chamber of Commerce—which holds 

the Show—of confining exhibitions of 

completed cars to members or those who 
have been producing automobiles for at 

will not make their official 
exhibit in question. 

chassis 

filled with 

designs 

been 

least a year, 

appearance at the 

” 

“Mister Cope 
for the peace negotiations which finally 
resulted in the conference which began in 
London in October. Why do I think so? 

I think so because it was generally 
agreed, by all shades of political opinion, 

that the overtures from England resulted 

from the fact that Dublin 

Castle had begun to present the facts 
in the Irish situation to Mr. Lloyd 
George. It had been the custom, for 

too long, to report hopes and call them 

facts. And if the Prime Minister ever 
announces the name of the person who 
sent him the facts on which he came to 

agree to confer peaceably with Michael 

someone Mm 

| Collins, and so make history, it’s a cer- 

this year, which has been prepared by Charles H. Clark- 
son & Co., 66 Broadway, New York. Investors generally 
should appreciate this review. The firm will send it to 
any address on request for Booklet LW-82 

Investors who are looking for opportunities in this new 
year will find helpful a booklet describing high-grade 
securities—municipal, utility, and ind istrial—otfered by 
H. M. Byllesby & Co., Inc., 208 S. La Salle Street Chicago, 
and 111 Broadway, New York. A large part of these 
offerings are Byllesby securities, backed by 
enced engineering and management corporation. This 
company’s recommendations for 1922 include a long list 
of sound securities which may be purchased for cash or 
on an easy ten-payment plan. For complete particulars 
write to Byllesby & Co. for their booklet L-1 

To become well informed on financial matters one 
should study the pages of the ably conducted Bache 
Review, which abounds in information and suggestions 
valuable to the business man and the investor. Copies 
free on application to J. S. Bache & Co., members New 
York Stock Exchange, 42 Broadway, New York. 

Puts and calls guaranteed by members of the New 

York Stock Exchange and covering any amount of stock 
are offered by S. H. Wilcox & Co., 233 Broadway, New 
York. The firm will send to any applicant its circular L 
describing the opportunities offered by the purchase of 
these options 

Any active stock or bond listed on any stock exchange 
and valued at more than $5 per share can be bought under 
the Liberty Plan of Partial Payments instituted by the 
Russell Securities Corporation, 25 Broadway, New York. 
This plan allows the purchase of any num ber of shares, 
from one up, and gives the buyer 12 or 24 months’ time 
for payment. Write to the corporation for its booklet 
B-88 

The Investors Company, Madison & Kedzie State 
Bank Bldg., Chicago, whose customers may now be found 
in every State, is offering an unusually attractive January 

selection of Investor Bonds. These securities bear 7 per 
cent. interest and they are based on first mortgages on 

income-producing property appraised at no less than 

twice the amount of the bonds. They are in denomina 

tions of $100, 3500 and $1,000 and mature in one to ten 
years. The bonds are being distributed by an organiza- 
tion with an honorable rec of 18 years, during which 
time no one has ever lost on its offerings The bonds can 

be ordered by mail and can be bought on partial payments, 
if so desired, starting with as little as $10. Those who 

would like to avail themselves of the company’s January 

investment list may obtain it by writing for booklet 
No. 1-144 

Concluded from page <V) 

Among the cars promised for the Spring 
may be mentioned several of the air- 
cooled type and two or three steam-driven 
vehicles. This trend toward air cooling 

of the internal combustion engine and 
steam as a motive power is induced 
through the attempt more efficiently 
to employ the lower grades of fuel now 
available—and incidentally, petroleum ex- 
perts tell us that we cannot hope for any 
improvement in quality, but 
must gradually expect to adapt our en- 
gines to the use of kerosene similar to 

that of a few vears ago. 
With four-cylinder cars available at 

under $1,000, with sedans and coupes 
priced at $1,500 to $2,000, with 70 horse- 
powered six-cylinder cars selling at $1,800 
and $1,900, and with automobiles marking 
the epitome of luxury, performance and 
reliability at prices from one to three 

thousand dollars less than was the case a 
year ago, the automobile buyer of to- 
day may well feel content with the 
opportunities offered him. 

gasoline 

—( oncluded from page bY 

tainty that he will say, “A. W. Cope!” 
Cautious? I searched every newspaper 

office in Dublin to obtain a photograph 
of Cope; they hadn't one, although every 
newspaper had been mentioning his 
name almost daily for months past. 
When I reached London, I implored the 

three largest photographic-news agencies 
in the city produce a photograph of 
him from their files; they hadn't a shred 
of one. I looked in on Cope himself, 
at the Irish Office, and asked him for 
one. He denied having so much as a 
snap-shot. So the reader will have to 
be content with this inadequate word 
picture of a man who was not misnamed, 

Ae 
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The Open Road to Sunshine—Corcluded from page 17) NAME POSITION | SALARY 
AUTOMOBILE $125 A 

thusiasts, the movement to improve and excellence of the next stretch of 150 miles ENGINEER WE 
make passable this important interstate 
artery of travel has attained an amazing 
impetus during the past two years. 

The next session of the tour from Mo- 
bile to New Orleans is in many respects 
the most interesting to be encountered 
in the entire run from coast to coast. 
From Biloxi through Gulfport to Pass 
Christian the highway follows closely the 
shore line of the Gulf of Mexico. 

Gulfport is the largest shipping port be- 
tween Mobile and New Orleans. Its big 
tourist hotel, facing the Gulf, is open all 
the year and is a popular resort for South- 
erners in summer and Northern tourists 
during the winter months. The entire 
stretch of road from Mobile straight 
through to Bay St. Louis is improved and 
in good condition throughout, being 
either shell, gravel or sand clay. 

After crossing by ferry from Henderson 
Point to Bay St. Louis, a fairly good dirt 
and gravel road leads to Logtown, where 
another ferry is taken across Pearl River 
to Indian Village. The charge of $10, 
which is made for transporting each auto- 
mobile across this latter ferry, seems out 
of all proportion to the relatively short 
distance which the boat is obliged to 

travel, but a glance at a road map of that 
region will show that the only other pos- 
sible crossing is at Bogalusa, nearly forty 
miles farther north, thus involving a de- 
tour of almost ninety miles over roads 
which are far from perfect at best and in 
wet weather are almost impassable. 
Under the circumstances, therefore, most 
tourists will consider it $10 well spent. 
Once across, a short run of less than ten 
miles leads to Slidell and thence to How- 
zie’s Beach, where a barge service is in 
operation across Lake Ponchartrain to 
Chef Menteur. From this point an ex- 
cellent gravel road leads direct to New 

Orleans. 

A continuation of the Old Spanish Trail 
westward from New Orleans involves, 
first, a ferry crossing of the Mississippi 
River to Westwego, and then a run over 
good shell and gravel roads through Race- 
land to Houma. Between Houma and 
Gibson there is a fair dirt road, but the 
next section from Gibson to Morg: in City 
is a swampy stretch which is always im- 
passable in wet weather, necessitating the 
shipment of automobiles by barge under 
such conditions. Any inconvenience en- 
countered at this point, however, is com- 
pensated for immediately by the general 

Buck Up, Business! —(Continued from page 9) 

ties and alarms of the slump with the rest 
of the trade, are to-day doing 75 per cent. 
more business than last year. The Brown 
Shoe Company, of St. Louis, operating a 
scattered but large group of factories in 
the Middle West which produce a $4.50 
to $6 retail grade, is now 65 per cent. 
above last year’s production and can 
hardly keep up with the market. 

Meantime the super-fancy shoe busi- 
ness of New England literally does not 
know where it stands or whether it can 
go on manufacturing. In the face of this 
condition one of the manufacturers of this 
type issued last Fall one of the stale, old 
“buy now” threats which have quite lost 

between Morgan City and Vinton, which | 
consists of alternating stretches of gravel, | 
shell, brick and concrete throughout. 

One of the greatest single achievements | 
in the linking up of various disconnected | 
sections along the route of the Old Span- | 
ish Trail is the completion of all arrange- 
ments for the construction of a new 
bridge across the Sabine River at Orange, 
thus connecting the States of Louisiana 
and Texas. Before long a permanent 
hard surfaced road will run from Vinton | 
to the Sabine Bridge, while Orange | 
County on the Texas side is building a 
sixteen-foot concrete road from the Sabine 
River on the east to the Neches River | 
on the west. 

Between Orange and Houston only one 
road is available, but fortunately it is 
mostly shell and hence in good condition, 
with the exception of a short strip near 
Devers, which is impassable after heavy 
rains. The most direct and logical con- 
nection between Houston and San An- 
tonio is the Old Spanish Trail via Rich- 
mond, Rosenburg, Shulenburg, Waelder 
and Seguin. 

Westward from San Antonio to El Paso 
are 600 miles of hills and ranges where 
cattle, sheep and goats flourish. 

Here at El Paso the tourist may experi- 
ence one of the most remarkable transi- 
tions to be found anywhere in the West- 
ern Hemisphere. Within the short space 
of five minutes he can pass from the 
civilization of the twentieth century to 
that of the sixteenth. 

Twenty miles of excellent pavement 
leads northwest from El Paso to the New | 
Mexico line, and twenty miles more of 
good macadam brings the tourist to Las 
Cruces, which is the point of divergence 
of two important highways. Here the 
traveler must decide whether to continue 
westward along the route of the Old Span- 
ish Trail direct into San Diego, or else 
strike north to a junction with the Na- | 
tional Old Trails Road at Socorro, and 
then run west through a wonderfully in- 
teresting country of petrified forests, In- 
dian pueblos, prehistoric cliff dwellings 
and the peerless Grand Canyon, which is 
reached by a side trip of about seventy- 

five miles from Williams. Whichever of 
these two routes is selected will depend 
largely on prevailing weather conditions, 
but if time and weather permits there is 
no doubt of the pre-eminence of the latter 
from a scenic standpoint. 

their power to bluff anyone. Labor was 
going up (a mistake); overhead could not 
be reduced any further (an error); good 
shoes were bound to be dearer (a bad 

guess). Like my golfing friend, the man- 
ufacturer missed his putt by a yard. If 
there is one salient fact of the trade 

which obtrudes itself upon even the 
most casual observer, it is that the public 
is buying again, but it is buying down and 
not up. Says a member of the Execu- 
tive Committee of the National Boot and 
Shoe Manufacturers’ Association: 

“The public has been judging values | 
wholly by price. Now it is learning to 
judge prices by value. The change is| 
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Put Your Name 
on This Pay Roll 
Men like you are wanted for the big- 
Pay positions in the fascinating field of auto- 
mobile engineering. We have made it easy for 
Youd to fit yourself for one of these positions. 
ou don’t have to go to school. You don’t 

haveto serve an apprenticeship. Fifteen auto- 
mobile engineers and specialists have com- 
piled a spare-time reading course that will 
equip you to be an automobile expert without 
taking any time from your present work. 

Auto Books 
6 Volumes Sent Free 

Now ready for you—an up-to-the-minute six-volume 
library on Automobile Engineering, ¢»vering the con- 
struction, care and repair of pleasure cars, motor 
trucks and motorcycles. Contains everything that a 
mechanic or an engineer or the owner or prospective 
owner of a motor car ought to know. Written in 
oa anevage that anybody can underst-nd. Taste- 
fu nd in American Morocco, flexible covers; 
37001 pages and 2400 illustrations, tables and explana- 
tory diagrams. 

A Dime a Day Not a Cent in Advance. 
First you see the books in 

your own home or 
shop. Just mail cou- 
pon and pay express 
charges when books 
arrive. You can read 
and study them for 
seven whole days 
before you decide 
whether you want 
to keep them or not. 
If you like the books 
send only #2.80 in 
days and 83 a month 
until the special! in- 
troductory price of 
$24.80 has been paid. 
Along with the set 
goes a year’s consul- 
tation membership 
in the American Tech- 
nical Sra (regular 
price $12. 

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY 
Dept. A-471, Chicago, Ill 

vieose send me the Ks volume set of Automobile Enginesring for 
aK * examination, shipping charges collect. | decide to 

ne will send os 86 wikia | 7 days and the balene e aa $3.0 
month until $94 80 has been paid. Then you will send me a 
receipt showing that the books and the $12.00 C onsultiug Mer m- 
ership are mine and fully paid for. If | think 1 can get along 

without the books after the seven days’ trial, | will return them 
your expense. 

Name .... ainscnsisenlocenianile 

Address 

Reference.. niunciniial 

AGENTS: $50 a Week 
taking orders for New Kerogas Burner 
Fits any stove, just shove into the fire box. Quick! 
lighted, turns off by valve—jus S 
Kerosene (coal oil) cheapest ar ide anest fuel known. 

ike gas Bu 

Clean 

No Odor 

Low Price 

For Winter or Summer 

Our Agents report big success. The high price of coal 
makes this New Burner sell everywhere Big money for 
spare time workers. Write quick for demons trating sam ple 

Thomas Mfg. Co. B-398 Dayton, Ohio 

MECHANIC'S POCKET SECRETARY 25¢ 
Constructed of finest steel. Just push 
the button and out comes the 
article you require. Worth 
$1.00. Postpaid 

25c 
Get 

with ser rew 
attachu me nt, 2 

Universal Co., Box 329 Stamford, Conn. 

Cuticura Talcum 
owe Fascinatingly Fragrant === 

Always Healthful 
ga freeof —_ Echesutesten Dept. 7,Malden, 

Everywhere 25c 



LESLIE’S ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY 

if You Can Tell it from a 
GENUINE DIAMOND Send it back 
To “EE Mt tr AY ar ax ICAN DIAMOND cannot be told from 
GENUIN AMOND and bas same DAZZLING RAIN Bow 

an ine lected oa carat gem in tadies Solitaire 
-63 

yd FY cE3; 25. tak 
ied amt wm 4 GUARAN EED 20 YEARS, SEND NO} 

ONEY. Just mail r this ad, State Size. We will mail a 
e. When ring anttenn depeut 62 63 for I poses ring or $3.25 for 

Gents with postman. If not pleased retu sage for money back 
less handling charges. Write for free « Agents Wanted 

werICAN mens IMPORTING CO.. Dept LW.Las Cruces, W. Mex. 
Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamond: 

“DON'T SHOUT” 
**I can hear you with the 
MORLEY PHONE.” 
It is invisible, weightless, 
comfortable, inexpensive. No 
metal, wires nor rubber. Can 
be used by anyone, young 

or old 
The Morley Phone for the 

DEAF 
is to the ears what glasses 
are tothe eves. Write 

for Free Booklet con- 
taining testimonials ws -_ 
all over the countr 

describes causes of deafness; tells how and why #4 MORLEY 
PHONE affords relief. Over 100,000 sold. 
The Morley Company, 26 $. 15th St., Dept. 774, Philadelphia 

———— SS x Tila 

vg y 
“Convenient to Everywhere” 

_ RITTENHOUSE 
HOTEL 

22d & Chestnut Sts. 

Philadelphia , Pa. 
H Rooms hot and coq water S?, UP 

$3.50 UF | 
Club Breakfast. 50c up 

ecial Luncheon. 90c 
ng Dinner. $1.25 

rvice a la carte 

Rooms with bath 

=Tr==7 

Standard Underwoods 
§-Year Guarantee 

Yes, viele genuine Standard visible writ- 
ing U 
wood newly ) airs ~ 
rebuilt, at 
much less 
than factory 

free 

TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM 
StureiaAnN-WwARD MFG. 

2671 Shiomen Building 
Chicago, Illinois 

ACROMATIC TELESCOPE 

ONLY 

99 CENTS 
Made upon new scientific principles, nicely brass bound 

iti i rally ground. Travelers, 
d everyone needsa tel- 

yu ever cea ithe marvels of a tele- 
pe guaranteed just as represented, 

Send 99 cents to-day. 

172 E. 83rd St., Rew Terk. 

ope. Havey 
scope Each telesco 
or money promptly refunded, 

Eastern Novelty Co., Dept. 92, 

J WRITE for illustrated guide book ATENTS. WRITE for il 
**RECORD OF INVENTION 

BLANK.”’ Send model or sketch and description of 
invention for our free opinion of its patentable nature. 

Higest References. Prompt Service. Reasonable Terms. 
pai Ee EVANS & CO., 813 Ninth, Wasbington D.C. 

war and tl 

y Be vie itinum, diamonds 
j é t agneto points, et 

“Cash i 1 diately Held ten days 
tisfectory Ohio Smelting Co., 

233 } perth. Building, Cleveland, i 

Patents FRE E 

Merton-Roberts & Company, 207 Mather Building, Washington, D. C. 

bound to hurt some of us for a while. 
But in the end it will stabilize the trade 
and reconstitute it on a very much 

sounder basis.” 

Better times are already here in the 
estimation of this expert, and better 
still are coming, though gradually. They 
will not, however, take the direction of 
higher prices. Only the phenomenon of 
that Export Trade ghost taking on the 

substance of reality would raise 
The tendency is 

solid 

prices in the shoe trade. 
in the opposite direction. 

Here, however, there is to be consid- 

ered the temptation upon the high-class 
manufacturer to let down standards of 

| quality in order to meet the public in its 
demand for lower prices. Such a move- 
|ment would be of no benefit to either 
|} manufacturer or public in the long run. 
Says Herbert T. Drake, President of the 

| New England Shoe and Leather Associa- £ 

depleted 

}it would stand for such extortion. 

tion: 

“The Shoe manufacturers of the United 
States have always, as a class, held to 
high standards; and in the footwear that 
is offered to the public to-day there will 
be found the highest possible quality con- 
sistent with current costs of production. 
The buying public should never lose sight 
of the fact that the first consideration in 
the purchase of merchandise is quality, 
and that the question of price is always 
secondary.” 

While Mr. Drake believes that the buy- 
ers’ strike has pretty well run its course, 
he is not looking for, and, indeed, does 

not want an immediate (and, incidentally, 
feverish) boom such as swept the trade 

off its feet in 1919. 

“We must all be patient” 
“for we cannot reasonably expect a com- 
plete return to normal conditions in a few 
months.” 

Lower costs and better merchandising 

are the answer to the problem of the 
buyers’ strike and the promise for the fu- 
ture, in which the public will benefit. 

Here again the public must help. For 
it has been largely the public’s fault that 
the shoe trade has been driven to the des- 
perate straits from which it is now ex- 
tricating itself. The public notified the 
manufacturers through the retailers: 

“We will clothe our feet in radiance. 
Give us the best you have and d n the 

cost. We'll pay.” 

Then when the bills came in upon a 
exchequer that same public 

raised the shrill shriek of “robbery!” and 
declared that it would go barefoot before 

Now, 

there is no question but that people who 

is his view, 

|want fripperies and trickeries, pink eve- 
lets and cubistic tips for their nether ex- 
tremities, are entitled to them provided 
they are willing to pay the reckoning. 
Hence the very expensive shop which 
caters to that trade and keeps a hundred 
styles in stock has its legitimate place 
and will always do business at rates which 
will seem to the moderate-minded pur- 
chaser extortionate, but which will prove 
on analysis to be nothing of the kind. 

For he, or she, who patronizes that shop 

pays not only for the one style bought, 
but also for a fraction of the ninety-nine 
other styles left behind. It is a special- 
ized trade for a specialized public. 

It is a singular and apparently anoma- 
lous phenomenon of the present situation 

that, in New York, the liveliest phase of 
the trade is found in the high-priced, 
fancy style women’s shoes. A large retail 
firm operating a standard store on a side 
street and a “shop de luxe” on Fifth 
Avenue, reports the latter, dealing only in 
fancy styles and prices, far ahead of the 
former in business. 

But New York is hardly to be regarded 
as an exemplar of any trade; it has its own 
specific shopping public, coming from out- 
side with money in its pocket and a burn- 
ing desire to spend it. 

In the period of the great inflation all 
grades of the retail trade excepting only 
the chain stores became imbued with this 
stylistic idea. Each retailer had his own 
notions which, he insisted, were his pub- 
lic’s notions. (Usually they weren't unless 
he could force them on his public.) 
Smithkins in Cleveland wanted small per- 
forations around the vamp; Brownson in 
Pittsburgh would have nothing but large 
ones. Jonesley in Denver insisted on a 

special style of button. Greenstein in 
New Orleans had his own ingenious and 
highly original notions as to a top eyelet 
for laces; and each of them was sure that 
the public was clamoring for that par- 
ticular effect and nothing else. So the 
manufacturer met the demands, each of 
which entail special effort and expense 
to be passed on to the public. Either the 
retailers were wrong all along the line, or 
the public abruptly changed its mind, for 
fancy types are by no means retaining 
their popularity except with a very small 
element, whereas the standardized styles 
of the chain stores are, as the figures show, 
selling as fast as they can be turned out. 

Style is and probably will continue to 
be the bugaboo of the manufacturer, be- 
cause the public taste is fickle. Cast your 
eye backward (and downward) to a period 
about eighteen months ago, and you will 
recall great numbers of high, blue kid 
shoes with Eiffel-tower effect heels, clink- 
ing along the fashionable pavements. A 
certain manufacturer and a shrewd one, 
who makes as few bad guesses as any, 
specialized in the Fall of 1920 on that 
style, expecting the popularity to last 
through the Spring. The shoe was ten 
inches high, kid in texture, blue in color, 
and armed with French heels. It cost 
$5.50 a pair to manufacture. Feminine 

caprice changed before the Spring market 
opened. The ten-inch top shrank to 
eight inches; the French heel dropped off, 
and blue kid became about as salable as 
green oysters. The manufacturer would 

be glad to clean out that lot at $1.50 a 
pair. He may get $1. 

It looks like a good joke on the manu- 
facturer with the public on the laughing 

But eventually the public pays for 
its fluctuations of taste, because each one 
makes the general cost of doing business 
just so much higher. One of the hopeful 
signs of the times in the trade is that the 
masculine shoe purchaser has pretty well 
got back to sanity, and the feminine is 
indulging in fewer vagaries than for five 

end. 

years past. 

is this to be held in mind; the 

shoe market is now stabilized. The pub- 
lic can to-day get genuine value in cheap 
shoes, in medium-priced shoes, and in very 
expensive footgear if it will shop with its 
brain as well as its eyes, and judge prices 
by value and not values by price. 

There 
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Is It Chiroguacktic? 
What do you really know about Chiropractic? 

This modern-day cult of healing boasts of thousands of practitioners throughout 

the country. Its schools each year are grinding out other thousands of graduates. 

It has sprung up like a musnroom within a generation. It claims to cure all 

human ills and to relegate medicine and surgery to the discard. 

The first article of a comprehensive, impartial survey of Chiropractic, written by 

Severance Johnson as a result of exhaustive investigation, appearing in Leslie’s 

Weekly for January 7th, is continued in the issue of January 14th. It’s an eye- 

opener—don’t miss it! 

Leslie’s of January 14th bristles with good features. 

Samuel Hopkins Adams contributes a powerful article in which he tells what is 

the matter with the automobile trade. 

There is another of James Hopper’s gripping short stories. 

The New Greenwich Village is fascinatingly revealed by Robert Cortes Holliday 

with special drawings by Walter Jack Duncan. 

Arthur Ruhl writes an interesting article on America’s Making. And there are 

other absorbing features you can’t afford to miss. 

There is a striking cover in colors—a new portrait of Secretary of State Hughes. 

Also, plenty of corking pictures and art illustrations printed in colors. 

Leslie’s is the livest and most interesting weekly in the country to-day. Why not 

join its fast-growing legion of readers now. Remember, to-day you can buy Leslie’s 

Weekly at 10 cents a copy. 



The Big “3” Questions 
for Every Motor Car Owner 

how can I save money on every mile that | run my car? 

how can I keep my car out of the repair shop, easily maintain it in 

the pink of condition at all times? 

what can I do to make my car worth more, when the time comes 

to sell or trade it in? 

i ie will find the answer to these questions, and hundreds more, in the book 

*Ereryman's Guide t Motor bef ency, hy H. W Slauson, Ay E vou 

can, then, very easily judge for vourself the great value that this book has for 

vou 

It is the best book on the automobile published to date. It was written and 

compiled by Mr. Slauson, one of the leading Automotive Experts of the country 

and manager of the Motor Department of LESLIE'S WEEKLY 

The book covers the whole subject of the automobile, clearly, simply and ac- 

curately It is self-indexing, so that vou can turn to the section covering any 

part of the car, without a moment's delay 

he motor car owner or driver this book will be of ver real, positive value. 

Size 7 x 1014’, 300 pages printed on heavy plate paper, illustrated with more than 

200 half-tones and zine etchings: flexibly bound in black cloth, stamped in gold. 

Price, $3.00 delivery charges prepaid 

Leslie-Judge Company 
627 WEST 43rd STREET, NEW YORK CITY 

WILLIAM GREEN, NEW YORK 


